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Work study
totals stay
relatively
constant
By BRETT SCAMFER
Staff Writer

State and federal funding for
Central's work stuqy financial aid
program will total $ 429 ,000 for
the 1985_s6 year, but student
demand for work-study aid has
outstripped its availability
despite a five percent increase
over last year's allocation, a
student employment official said
this week.
Funding for work study during
the 1984-85 year totalled
$ 403 ,000 , of which $l 5 ?,obo
was provided by the state, and
the remainder by the federal
government, said Jane Stark.
student
employment
coordinator .
.. What is fairly clear is that in
the last few years our work-study
dollars have remained relatively
constant," Stark said, .. while at
the same time, the program has
become increasingly popular.''
Stark attributes the increased
popularity of work study to a
greater awareness of its
availability and to an increased
acceptance of this type of
financial aid by students who
prefer not to take loans. ''More
dollars are available to students
in the form of work study now,"
she said, .. but students are more
willing to accept it than in the
past."
Along with the funding
increases for work study,
government allocations for other
types of financial aid showed a
corresponding increase for
1985-86.
"The increased availability of
Pell and State Need grant monies
Please see Work page SA.
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Changes cause delays in grants
By KEVIN M. BUSH
Staff Writer

This fall more than 500
students at Central will receive
their Pell Grants later than
anticipated because of a change
in the number of validations
required by the United States
Department of Education. The
delay comes with a cloud of
controversy sparked by the
departure on Aug. 2 of Lynn
Tindall, former director of
Central's Financial Aid Office.
Tindall's departure, contrary to
rumors, was due to a job offer by
Laramie Community College i~
Cheyenne Wyo according to
'
··
Donna Croft, acting director of
Financial. She said Tindall gave
the standard two week notice,
despite rumors that he left
without warning.
''The current presidential

administration has conducted
surveys and found many
students have been giving false
information, although there is
some hesitation about the
accuracy of those surveys," Croft
said.
Last year financial aid offices
across the nation were required
to validate, or audit 14 percent of
students applying for Pell Grants.
This year, 50 percent of the
students applying must be
audited, according to Croft. The
students are randomly selected
for the audit.
The 36 percent increase in
audits has flooded the Financial
Aid Office at Central with
"paperwork and caused difficulties
for many students.
.. We understand the problems
students have and many of the
·
ten employees and five students
working in the Financial Aid

Office are putting in overtime to
catch up," said Croft. "Money is a
sensitive issue.''
The audit consists of verifying
the size of the student's
household, the number of
students in that household
currently attending college, and,
new this year, verification of
notaxable income.
"They're really coming down
on dependent students claiming
to be independent," Croft added.
To be independent, a student
must not live with his or her
parents for more than six weeks
the previous year and must not
have :. received more than $750
support from them.
John Sonnen, former assistant
director for Central' s Office of
Residence Living, has been added
I

Please see Grants page 9A.
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HARSH REALITY-As fall arrived at Central, so
to did the homework, sending a number of

students to the library and slumber.
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

BOT is better off without students
By HEATHER A. COUGHLIN
Columnist

Back one more ttme ts the now old tssue of a student representative being allowed to sit with the Board of Trustees (BOT) at its
meetings. However, there is a new twtst this ttme, there is a
posstbtltty that on thts go-around it will happen. Mind you, no
promises have been made but they are discussing it seriously.
So, why ts that I'm not jumping for joy at the possibility?
Finally we would have our "in" with the board, and we might
begin to get what we as students want. So many people have
worked so long to get the idea th ts far and now their goal is in
sight, that alone should be reason enough for jubilation, right?
Well I guess I'mjust not too excited because I believe thatfor
one group to have thts position with the BOT would be wrong. I
do not think that the students should have the privilege-of a
recognized relationship with the board.
It may be a bit hard to believe but in relationship to the BOT
students are just another special interest group and that ts as it
should be. Students are not the only ones affected by the BOT's
decisions, and as a matter offact they are just one of many.
If students are to receive thts special treatment and consideration from the board then all groups that are affected by
the BOT must also have the privilege, and not even that would
make tt right.
Equity would demand that all the other groups on campus
have thts same privelage; that would not make it right though,
just equally wrong.
It would be a terrible precedent to set. The idea of a special interest group having more say than another or any special relationship whatsoever with the body that governs it ts wrong.
I would encourage the students of Central to continue to lobby
the BOT and with appropriate means petition and inform them
of their needs and expectations as a member of Central's community rather than seek special consideration as the largest
single interest group on campus.
So, back to the drawing board it should go. The solution that
arrives might not be as appealing as the special treatment but
i n the long run I trust it will be better for all groups concerned.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Ding bids fond farewell to US
Note: Professor Ding Q-peng
spent two acedemic years at
CWU, from September 1983 to
July 1985, as an exchange
professorfrom Anhui University,
Central's sister universtiy in
China.
He taught Chinese
language and cultural classes at
Central, and teaches English
literature
at
hts
home
universtiy.

To the editor:
Upon my arrival in the United
States I was asked how I felt
when I first set foot on American
soil. ''Like meeting an old friend
whose hand I had never shaken,"

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official studc:;nt
newspaper of Central Washington
University, is a laboratory newspaper/ in
conjunction with the CWU Department of
Communications. All unsigned edito~als
are the views of the majority of The
Observer editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Friday the week prior to publication date.
Deliver letters to: Editor, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburd, WA 98926.
Letters should · be double-spaced,
typewritten and limited to two pages in
length. We reserve the right to edit them
fQr brevity.

was my reply. Has the almost two
years ' stay in the country
changed my impression? No. If
anything it has made it better.
While being here, I . have
observed this "old" friend face to
face: from the west to the east,
from Ellensburg's Main Street to
New York's 5th Avenue, from the
shopping malls to the flea
market. Though not without
some slightly unpleasant
encounters, the warm and
friendly
handshake
is
everywhere. This, in part,

Co-Editors
JIM MASSEY
JOHN MERRILL
Advertising Manager
DARRELL RIDDLE
News Editor
ELLEN HIATT
Scene Editor
SHARON CHASE
Sports Editor
MATT MASSEY

prompts me to say "thank you"
as I leave the country.
I should thank President
Garrity, whose insight has
brought about the exchange
program between Central and
Anjui University and his most
kindly
wife,
whose
thoughtfulness warms my heart.
I should thank Mr. Dieter
Rom boy, director of the
International Program_s at
Central. For nearly two years, he
has shared with me the Sunday
edition of The Seattle Times. To
me, he is far more than the
director. He has been my mentor,
who has answered hundreds of
questions I have asked

Copy Editor
DOUG WILLIAMS
Photography Editor
MATT MASSEY
Ad Production Manager
SHELLEY GRANT
Business Manager
NELLIE PRATT
Circulation Managers
HEATHER COUGHLIN
CHRISTINE TYRRELL

concerning a wide spectrum of
American life.
I should thank Mr. and Mrs.
Denman (Central anthropology
. professors Clayton and Anne
Denman), whose son happened to
be the - pen pal of my younger
daughter long before I came to
the United State$ ..Their ltindness
and hospitality has made me feel
like being one of the family.
My thanks should go to many.
many
more:
professors,
administrators, secretaties,
students, etc., etc.
I should say .. thank you.. to
Ellensburg , people,
to
Please see Ding page 3A.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ding--------------------------------------------------Continued from 2A.
acquaintances and· strangers
alike. I think I owe special thanks
to the sales clerks at the various
stores. Their smiling faces, .and a
thousand· "thank you's" have
made my shopping most
pleasant.
"So you really ·like America?"
··sure."
"If you could. would you like to
stay in the· United States?." is a
question that has been put to me
numerous times. To that
4uestion niy answer has been
negative. I might sound
incomprehensible to . some
people. They might think I was
telling a lie or acting like the fox
in Aesop's Fable. But I didn't
wish to tell a lie, nor did I choose
to act like the notorious fox, for
my taste buds tell me the grapes
are not sour·but sweet.
I like comparing the United
States to a beautiful garden, a
garden that the Americans have
built over centuries of hard work.
I am fortunate to have been
permitted to stroll in the garden.
· Now that I have observed the
flowers and enjoyed the fruit I am
ready to leave, to go to the other
shore of the ocean, where my
countrymen are breaking up
ground to build a garden of our
own, though on a much more
.

modest scale. I want to join in,
not to plant any magnificent
flower like a peony or tulip, but
just common grass. It may seem
insignificant in my lifetime but
the future generations of China

M~asles

will say their forefathers - I shall
be proud to be among them have not failed them.
Happiness resides not only · in
enjoying the fruit. but even more
in the producing of it.

Good-bye, America, the
beautiful land. May you continue
to prosper.
Sincerely,

Ding Q-peng

still a concern on campus

To the editor: ·
offer proof of immunity or to be
Measles may seem to many immunized for the disease if they
people to be a relatively plan to be stu.d ents on college
insignificant disease. experienced campuses.
mostly during childhood and of
The Student Health Service at
little threat in the modern times Central Washington University
of immunization. However, stronly recommends that you
measles has not been eradicated obtain proof of immunity to be
and, in fact, occurs in outbreaks _included in your personal
each year. Over 20 percent of medical file at this facility. A
reported cases occur on college statement from your local health
campuses. This disease in college facility verifying date of
age individuals is much more vaccination with adequate
severe than in children. Three vaccine, a copy of the laboratory
fatalities were reported on one test verifying adequate immune
campus during this past spring.
titer or your physician's
Because of the highly statement confirming a history of
contagious nature of measles, the your having had the disease
severity of the disease in adults, constitute adequate documents
and the high incidence on college
campuses, the National Center
for Disease Control, the American
College Health Association, and
To the editor:
the State of Washington Public
I am Writing you this letter
Health officials have strongly
hoping you will be the answer to
recommended that individuals
my problem.
born since 1956 be required to
My name is Phillip Chambley, I
.
am a white male. At this time, I'm
incarcerated in prison here at
Georgia State Prison, Reidsville,
Ga.
I don't know much about my
parents, except they were from
around Ellensburg. I was placed
in a foster home when I was five
years-old, so I don't remember
very much. I do remember that
8th St. (Across the street from Barge Hall)

of proof. We urge you to provide
such documentation for your
files. This could save you much
inconvenience and expense~
should a measles outbreak
threaten at Central.
The CWU Student Health
Service
will
offer · free
imm_unizations during Fall
Quarter for those students who
are still in need of measles
immunization.
Thank
you
for
your
cooperation.
Sincerely,
Celestine A. Thelen, M.S.,
C.R.N.
Director

Convict wants to find parents

JUMP ACROSS THE STREET TO ..

DAD'S DINER!

there were two other children.
which could have been my sister
and brother. They were older
than me.
I am 28 years-old now arid I
would like very much to get in
toucp with my family so your
help will be appreciated very
much on this matter.

We have daily specials!
925-9640

Sincerely yours.
Phillip C~ambley
EF144162-M4-10/1
Reidsville, GA.
30499

TAKE A WACK AT IT!

ELLENSBURG VIDEO

Special Student Rates
S25
$50

" Largest Selection In T own!"

6 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday-Sunday

Hours
Monday - Friday: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m.-9 p:m.

Sunday - Thursday
Movies $1.75
VCR's $1.95
Friday - Saturday
Movies $2.75
VCR's $2.50 .

per month, plus tax or
per quarter

East on Old Vantage Highway
925-4025

DREAM
ON.·
CUSTOM SEWING
NATURAL BEDDING
Hf'..NDCRAFTED FURNITURE

COTTON

FUTONS
Twir:i
Double
Queen

FUTON

co.

$100
$125
$150

Send for free brochure
Approximate shipping

cost

s I 8-22 per item.
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NEWS
Danger on river:
rafters take notice

·

left of the spillway. According to
Jerry Findley, acting director .of
the
Central
Recreation
Department, staying left is not
enough. Findley has been floating
this section of the river for
approximately 10 years and has
never previously encountered as
great a problem passing through.
With the spillway as it is
however, ·he said he was pulled
by the current into it and away
from the left shore.

By LYNN K. SELLERS
Staff Writer

Normally a site for safe fun. the
Yakima River has become
particularly dangerous to rafters.
The danger is al Bristol Flats. 18
miles west of Ellensburg. just off
Highway 10 where a spillway
empties into the river.
The spillway has always been a
dangerous spot fvor river
floating, and the situation has
worsened lately because of an
increase of water flowing from it
and a low river bed level. These
two factors have produced a
whirlpool effect, making
navigation very difficult.

Findley recommends people
floating the upper stretch get out
of the river and carry their rafts
around or begin their float below
the spillway to avoid the
dangerous whirlpool.
The increased flow of water
coming through the spillway is
due to a diversion of water
around · salmon spawning
grounds further upriver. The
Bureau of Reclamation begins
this diversion in late July or
August and continues until late
September.

While the hazard may have
lessened. it is possible that it
could begin and the area should
be checked before rafts are taken
on it.
Approximately 50 feet upriver
from the spillway is a warning
sign cautioning floaters to stay

Dexter
· presents
fasliion to boot.

~

Ci"
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?>
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~
~

~
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DANGER-A spillway emptying into the Yakima River poses a
navigational hll2ard for river ra~ers. The potential hazard area is
located 18 miles west of Ellensburg.

. f RIDA Y ~ OCTOBER 4
M 'c CONNELL AUDITORIUM
One performance only at l:30 p.m.

Black
or Grey

There are boots for dress up. And boots for casual
wear. Dexter puts them both together in a dress casual
boot for you. It goes to work. Or to play. Or a night on
the town.
Dress Casual boots. From Dexter. Bootmaker~
to America.

- Shoemakers to America

4th & Pearl

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE

925-9725

WELCOME BACK CWU STUDENTS

MANE ATTRACTION

.$3 ofJ.n~~!~~~
Specializing in:

* body waving

New owner

*precision cuts

Lisa Mushlitz

*color

* solar naihl
one block. off Main on 5th

925-3159

SILVERWINO
Sponsored by the C. M.A. Church

Advanced tickets s3oo ••• at door s4oo
for information call 925-1481
Billboard
Magazine:
"This group
mixes hipness
with a
heaHnlJ
message."

ContemporarJ
Christian top 50
August'85
SilHrwind
album
"BJ His Spirit"
ranked 9th
on the charts

Tickets available at the SUB Information Booth
or CMA Church
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Preregistration on schedule for winter
By JEAN EDGE
Staff Writer

Beginning winter quarter,
Central will be switching from its
original .m ethod of registration to
preregistration ii::t the hopes of
making registering for classes
less stressful for students and
staff members, according to
Bovos.

previous method of registration
"The way the program is set up
(at the ·beginning of the quarter)
now.'' Bovos said, ''we try to
has proven to be very
register all the students in two
frustrating.''
days, which just isn't enough
Students
will
find
time."
"Students end up waiting in preregistration much different
long lines and classes close from what they are used to. For
rapidly, which means that example, students will be
students ·have to take classes required to m~e a $50 prethey don't want or need. The - tuition payment by Dec. 2.

Preregistration, which will take
place Nov. 4 through Nov. in
'Mitchell Hall, will last ten days
instead of two. The longer
preregistration time is designed
to allow each class section two
full days to register for classes.
Instead of registration
beginning at 8 am,as in the past,
preregistration will begin .at noon
and continue until 6 pm.
According - to Bovos, a later
preregistration time is being used
to discourage students from
skipping their classes.
"I really encourage students· to
be well prepared when they come
to preregistration,'' Bovos said.
"Students will need necessary
class .signatures beforehand as
faculty members will not be
available at .tables during:
preregistration.''

Students will receive a
notification of their class
schedules in the mail by Dec. 5,
~ and there will be a
late
:sCi' registration on Jan. 6.
~
One aspect of the old method of
:; registration
will
be
~ retained.however. The first week
:-;: of the quarter will still be the
W period when students can
add/drop classes. According to
Bovos, the add/drop period will
be less hectic than before.

a

PREREGISTRATION-Hopefully, the long lines of
past registrations will be replaced with fewer people and less problems.

From Moo
To You!
HALF..GALLON
MILK PRl-CES.
Farm Fresh Gr~de· A · 85¢
Pasteurized - Hom9genized Whole

90¢

.11:

(~ ~!

~ Pasteurized - Homogenized 2%
'

.•

.

.

'

.

.

~

90.¢:·

Monday _..;; Saturday

·Rich Farm Crd4m ::79~· pillfor $~/Half- Gall<>n..
· ' .~ . . ~ .
.
:
.
": ..
.

'

:;'>- .,.

Open 11:15 a.11!. - 6:30

'

~

'

: .

,

'

.

.

_.

;.

,

•

p~ril.

I,:

~

..
.

.
.

'

.

_W inegar's

925-1821 .

..

~~~~~~~~~~~~419~W.lfilh(E~htb~cb&omoolle~ ·lilirar~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Library hours
extended to midnight
at ASCWU request·.
open 102.5 hours a week,
University of Washington has
96.5
hours a week available to
Beginning the 14th, library
hours will be extended to students. Seattle Pacific
midnight on Mondays through University, 91, and Eastern and
Washington
Thursdays. The added cost, said Western
Universities'
ar.e
open
89.5 and
Frank Schneider, library dean,
will be as much as $100 an hour . . 89.25 hours a week respectively.
Schneider said the library was
According to the agreement not used enough in the past to
between
the
library justify longer hours.
administration and ASCWU. says
Schneider. it will be on a trial
Green said the dining halls
basis. The library will keep data available for evt711ing studying
to determine whether it is used have become overcrowded and
enough during the added time to most people find it too difficult to
warrant the extension of hours.
study in noisy residence halls or
apartment buildings.
In a second
I
ASCWU Vice Presidents Fred survey conducted! by ASCWU, 66
Green and Doug Pahl compiled percent said they would use the
data· on the hours of other library if it were open past 1O
universities' libraries. Central p.m. on weeknights. The library
was the tenth lowest in hours was chosen by 41 percent in the
with 82.8 a week. The University questionairre to be the best place
of Puget Sound had 109 hours. to study. 38 percent study till 1O
the highest in the survey. The p.m. and ten percent as late as
average was 91.5 for the eleven midnight when studying in th~
institutions in the survey. evenings. according to the
Washington State's library is survey.
By ELLEN A. HIATT
News Editor

FRONTIER TA VERN
·Seahawk Specials During the. game
.FRIENDLY BARTENDERS
Pool Tables
Games
Gambling
Kegs-to-Go

FREE POPCORN
Beer Specials
$2.00
Pitchers
.40
Hotdogs
Bowls of Chili
.50
.75
Chilidogs

Game plays on the Frontier's
45-inch color screen.
111 w 4th 925-9229
We. have good food

e

Copper
~ttle

and fresh desserts
baked daily at

(RESTAURANT)

reasonable prices

Open 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
· 210 West 8th

Ellensburg

925-5644

-

-

EXPANDED HOURS-Central's library will be open later, giving
students another place for late-night studying.
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BOD slates quarter
By MICK SHULTZ
Staff Writer

At the Sep. 22 meeting of the
ASCWU Board of Directors, John
Drinkwater, ASCWU Director of
Student Activities, said John
Cafferty and the Beaver Brown
Band will be payed $10,000 for
their Oct. 20 appearance, and the
opening act will be payed $1,000.
Drinkwater estimated the total
cost of the show at $22,000 and
said that at $10.50 a ticket they
should break even at 2,400 seats.
The ASCWU may make as much
as $6,000 profit if the show sells
out, Drinkwater said.
In other budget related items
from the Sep. 30 meeting, Vice
President for Finance Fred Green
gave the ASCWU's beginning
financial report for the 1985-' 86
academic year.
According to Green, the Social
activities qu~.get stands at
$124,020. Green said in order to
break even, SoClal Activities will
have to brin . in $101.500

Campus Safety active
The kitchen o' a Student
Village apartment was engulfed
in flames on Sep.22. Students
moving in sat a box of kitchen
tools on top of the stove, which
they had not yet used. When they
later returned their kitchen was
on fire. A burner was on Sim. The
fire damage was contained within
the kitchen area. Smoke damage
occurred throughout the
apartment. Jim Hollister, director
of Housing said Tuesday it was ''a
fair amount of damage" and the
cost has not yet been determined.

revenue because the Services and
Activities Committee budgeted
only $22,520 for Social Activities.
The Board's own budget for
this academic year is $22,932.
The Board will have to come up
with $2,000 in order to break
even on the year. Green said they
plan to do this by selling the
student telephone directories,
which in past years has been free.
According to Green this is
necessa r y due to bud get
decisions made by the Services
and Activities Committee.
It was also announced that on
Nov. 20 there will be a debate on
the topic of Apartheid in South
Africa. Black activitist Bobby
Seals will debate Aparthe id
supporter Stewart Pringle. The
event will cost $3, 100 to host.
ASCWU and Minority Affairs are
co-sponsoring the event and will
split the cost. The debate will be
in McConnell Auditorium on Nov.
20, at 10 a.m. It is free of charge
to students.

Last weekend the Campus
Safety Department arrested two
minor~ in possession of alcohol,
and two men from Pullman who
were sleeping irt the halls of
McConnell. Earlier that n ight
they had been told to leave Barto
where they were sleeping in the
halls. Also over the weekend the
department cited one traffic
infraction and arrested two men
as they were takinp: road sip:ns

*
Jazzerc1se·

MAKE NO MISTAKE:

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:30 p.m. at
Was ington school, 6th & Sprague...._ ....
lmtructor: Louise 962-6162
•student discounts•

YOU MAY THINK "Only Magnolia has the
good· brands," OR "Only K-MART has the
low prices." WRONG!
STE~~OCRAFT - RIGHT HERE - HAS
BOTH! .
DROP. IN. for one of the NICER
SURPRISES in this NICE TOWN!

J AZZERCISE

f~r

ftm

and fitness.

and flashers into a residence hall.
An investigation of a series of
lights being broken out at Barto
Hall is also in process.
During
the
month
of
September
the
Safety
Department conducted the
foilowing business. A male
suspect was caught with goods
stolen from a university
employee's vehicle and with
believed marijuana. There was a
theft North of A-2 lot and a case of
public indecency (urinating in
public) in a n all-girl residence
hall. On the 19th a man was
transported to Kittitas Valley
Commun ity Hospital for a
possible overdose of alcohol and
drugs. He was reported to have
drank nine beers, some whiskey
and then to have taken · his
prescription drugs for depression.
He was released from the hospital
the following day. Charges were
filed Sep. 21 against a man for
driving while intoxicated on the
mall and for driving the wrong ·
way on a one way.
Three men assaulted a student
leaving a convenience store Sep.
21. The victim received minor
cuts on his hands by an apparant
knife or blade. Two suspects were
described as white males. One of
which was described as 25 years
old, brown hair and wearing a
red, plaid flannel shirt and blue
jeans. There was no description
for the third susoect.

"The most original and satisfying expert at musical parody around these

· BOOMBOXES !

days is ... named Peter Schickele."

-LIFE MAGAZINE

AIW A CS-210 (right) $75 I
Uist $l10)
AIWA CS-250 Uist $170) $99!'
HITACHI TRK-9100 (list $250)
$169!
"JOGGER" STEREO:
AIW A HS-P.0511 Cassette
'(list $80)
$49!
AIWA HS-P06 AM/FM Cassette
(list $130) $89
AIWA HS:-J400 AM/FM,
Auto~Reverse, Dolby
·
(list $180) . ·~ Sl49t
t

. .~IG.l{ · QUAL.IrY TAPE~ .
.NAKAMICHlSX~90 $2.99
MAXELL".~ XL-Il'90: '.$2.39
<. • ·;·
\,.I

· MA~E-LL · x~11s·90 · ~2.89
;·TDK ·SA 90 "·
S2.39. ·

··'..

•

.

DENO~

. .

.

DX3 90
DENON. HD' 7 90

.

The Intimate

...?'~

P.D.Q.· BACH·

SUPER BUY!

(1807~1742)? '

~MITSUBISHI®.·

-;t:OMPACT
.. : DISC .·f:. .
P·LAY.ER? .
:' (DP-107) ·
.:~ (list $400)

:I

0

$1.99
$2.59

'

$279 !

,·1

.

,··,

'

.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 8~00 P~M·. ,.:·;'.<<.···
At the Capitol The'atr~ in Yaki.ma .: , ..· ." ·-> .:;,\. :> ·

-,

,f,,

...

.. With ·
PROFESSOR PETER SCHJCKELE .
·
. arid the ·
, ., : .
· Semi-Pr,o fyius~cµ Antiqua. ·

Tickets $1'4; ·:$10, $7 >. ·

. · .. ;

.-\ "GLORIOCS SPOOF" OF SER.IO Lis ~1C'SIC".-\ HILARIOl'S SHO\\'': ·'.: ·':
Anl'on>{ the work~ to .bc perfornw~I ~~· fr: .
": ·.,.: . . ' ..··
"ABASSOONATA' for bassoon and pizrno
"COLDBRICK" VARIATIONS for piano t\\'o hands
and the irifamous opera

HANSEL & GRETEL & TED & J\UCE
Tickl't information is available at the Capitol Theatre Box Office, I~) S.
,:lrcl St.. 11 a.m.-4 p.m .. Mon.-Fri. or by phoning S7S-l'i2<1-l.

TEREDCRIFT
AUDIO & YIDIO

408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG 962-2830

,J
~

This event is sponsored by the Capi,tol Theatre ancl is made possible in
p<1rt by a grant from the Washington State Arts Commission.

' .·'~

·,,
. l
.

,1'
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MS drive begins
The target age group for M.S. is
18
to 45 with nearly 200 new
Staff Writer
cases every week. Some people
Students Against Multiple
may have it for years without
Sclerosis (SAMS) recently
even realizing it.
appointed Joanne Schoettler as
Schoettler says her goal is
CWU SAMS Chairperson.
$30,000 this year alone with 60
Schoettler worked previously as
percent going into research and
ASCWU Fine Arts Coordinator.
40 percent going back into the
"I couldn't pass up the chance
community.
for experience, it's the
The money will be raised by
opportunity of a lifetime,'' claims
three main fund-raising events.
Schoettler.
The kick-off party begins Feb. 1,
In August she went to a
the beginning of National Bust
conference with the other
M.S. Month. The big moneyChairpeople from 150 campuses,
maker will be the Rock-Alike
nationwide.
They received
contest, a lipsync sponsored by
training in seminars dealing in
MTV. The campus which makes
leadership development, fundthe most money will receive a free
raising, marketing, and corporate
concert in 1986.
involvement.
Schoettler is now looking for
"We're
starting
the
students to complete the SAMS
organization from ground level
Campus Board of Directors. She
and running it like a business.
needs volunteers for .secretarial
We're out to bust M.S. The whole
work, a vice-chairperson, and for
emphasis is that we are the ones
coordinating slides and videos,
who could get it and we are the
education, promotion and
ones who should stop it," says
publicity, recruitment, business
Schoettler.
solicitation, special events
Multiple Sclerosis is a
programming. These people will
neurological disease that has no
then go to a leadership training
known cause or cure. It affects
camp at the end of October.
the brain and the central nervous
Schoettler said she could be
system. The symptoms vary,
contacted for more information
along with the rate of
or messages could be left at the
progression, from a slight blur of
ASCWU office.
vision to complete paralysis.
By SUSAN JAMES

THE FLYS
(SO's and 60's Rock N' Roll)

Work

study is only one of several types
of financial aid for which students
Continued from lA
can apply.
allowed many students' financial
"When students receive a
needs to be met without financial aid package, it may
awarding work study,'' Stark include a variety of kinds: grants,
said.
such as the Pell and State Need
..There is a standardized grants, which need not be repaid;
formula of needs analysis applied self-help forms of financial aid,
to every student who applies for including work-study and
financial aid,'' she explained. National Direct Student Loans;
"Need information is sent to the scholarships; and depending on
College Scholarship Service, the student's level of need, a
which assigns a need to each tuition and fee waiver,'' she said.
student. The financial aid office
For students who didn't receive
then tries to award aid to the as much financial aid as they
student up to his or her need," wished they had, Stark suggests
she said.
they investigate ' the possibilities
Compared to previous years, of on- or off-campus jobs.
the number of students to whom
··More than half of the onwork study was awarded campus jobs aren't work study.''
remained barely unchanged, said she said. "I doubt whether most
Stark, who put the number at students realize that.''
"around 800." The average size
One more suggestion is to
of awards also remained the apply for a Guaranteed Student
same, with most recipients
Loan. The deadline to apply for a
getting $500 per quarter.
Guaranteed Student Loan is April
Stark pointed out that work
1.

~rJlfarlmW Welcome

hack

e Watch Repair

~~fu~lers

e Special Ring Designing

420 N. Pine

•All repairs done on premises

925-5579

e No substitution for experience

Maid o'elover

October 5, Saturday

Everyday Low Milk Prices
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
with BIG SCREEN T.V.
13'' Frazzini' s Pizza
and Pitcher of Beer
ALL FOR $8

TACO SUNDAY
Three for $1

· G~llon Homog·e nized $2.09
Gallon 2% $1.83

Also Special .. :
Scooner and Pitcher Prices

*Fountain Pop
32 Flavors
of Ice Cream
The LARGEST Pet Store in the valley

Homemade Waffle Cones

Salt water and Tropical Fish
Fresh and Frozen food
Goldfish 7/$1

ELLENSBURG FEED & SEED
. 925-1435

1442 Cascade Way

Gas
Regular $1. 18. 9
Unleaded $ 1.24. 9
Unleaded Premium $1.32. 9

702 N. Main

925-2202
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GrantsContinued from lA.

BULLSEYE -

to the staff of the Financial Aid
Office to implement a new
computer system. Croft, though,
is still concerned the department
will be understaffed.
"Next year they may require
100 perce~t of students applying
for any federal financial aid
program to be audited," says
~ Croft, "and although the new
Cl
::s computer system will help out
~ with accounting, it won't be fully
::r:
iii" operative until 1986."
E.
>-1
Croft expects the department to
g be caught up with validations by
W late October and, as long as all
~ the information agrees and the
~ student still qualifies, · they
should receive their Pell Grants
by then, if not before.

Paying customer at barbeque/pie throwing contest hits her target.

Career planning and placement. .. jobs ... interviews ...
Placement
Orientation
Meetings for Teacher CandidatesRe gis tra tio n: All · 1985-86
gradu~tes should establish
placement files as sooon as
possible. Placement Orientation
Meetings will be presented . to
discuss services offered by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center. Step-by-step instructions
will be given on the completion of
a placement file. Oct. 15, 3-4
p.m.; Oct. 16, 4-5 p.m.; and Oct.
17. 7-8 p.m. in Black 101.

Accounting/Business firms PreS c re en in g Candidates for
Interviews: There are several
firms. visiting during fall quarter

that will be pre-screening . Applications to be completed by
Foreign Service Officer Exam:
candidates for interviews. Mon., the 14th.
applications available in Career
Seniors are encouraged to take
10/23/ K-Mart Apparel, various Planning and Placement Center
advantage of this opportunity. majors. All interested in retail for testing for work in U.S. State
The -deadline is Oct. 7 for the clothing sales. Bachelor's Degree. Department. Oct.
18 is
initial papers to be completed. ·Seattle and Yakima.
recommended date for mailing of
Stop by Barge 105 or call
10/31/ Niemi, Holland, and - application form. Oct. 25 is
963-1921 to check on this.
Scott, accounting majors. (Dec. deadline for application to be at
Ca.m pus Interviews: The grads only) 3.00 min G.P.A. in the testing center. Dec. 7 is test
following organizations will have Acct. classes. Official transcript date.
representatives on campus to requested by Oct. 24.
interview interested candidates • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. .
during fall quarter. These
organizations · are not prescreening. Sign-up schedules are
posted one week, to the day,
before the arrival of the
interviewers.
10/ 17/ Defense Contract Audit
Agency, accounting majors.

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack

BETTER LJFE

NA TUBAL
FOODS

Emphasizing:
One-Stop Shopping For All
Quality
Your Nutritional Needs
Competitive Prices
Wide Product Selection
BEITER LIFE NATURAL FOODS
111 W. 6th Ave.
Ellensburg

Monday-Thursday 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday 12-4 p.m.

925-2505
MIKE GOSS
Manager

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack

ear
after
year, semester
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers
the most accepted, most popular life insurance
. program on campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

Don Cleman
(In the plaza)-
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'Cats sack Pirates for loss, 30-16
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

In the game of football
sometimes · the best offense is
defense.
At least last Saturday Central
head coach Tom Parry felt that
his gridders utilized that aspect
very well in putting th eir first in
the win column. His Wildcats are
1-1 overall, with a 1-0 record atop
the Northern Division of the
Columbia Football League (CFL).
The 'Cats are tied with. both
Pacific Lutheran and Simon
Fraser Universities, Saturday's
opponent on the road.
With last Saturday's 30-16 win
~ver Whitworth College season
home opener, the Central Wildcat
football squad may have. decided
its time to get a little defensive
with the rest of the NAIA's newlyformed, 14-team CFL. The game
was played at Tomlinson Field.
"Our defense really played
much better than in the first
we_e k (Linfield loss)," said Parry
of the swarming pass rush that
wreaked havoc on the Whitworth
backfield all day. ''Our pass rush_
was good enough to limit their
pass attack.·'
Also With the pass rush .the
. to .t ake some chances - which
quickly paid dividends. The CWU
coaching staff knew that ·the
Bruce Grambo's _ squad would
send its offensive package
_airmail.

0

TlfE HEAT IS ON - The Central defense closes
in on Whitworth quarterback Cliff Madison.
Central lin~men Brian Witty (50} and]im Newton

/67} apply the pressure.· CWU registered seven QB
sacks in last Saturday's home opener.

That was no secret, thus the

cwu defense shut down the run
alon~

with· short passing routes
- and the Pirates.

Kittitas Valley
Memorial Swimming Pool
815 East 6th ·

Please see .·D efense page 16A.

Recreation Director:
Craig Carlson

·
.

962-9863

,_)

Ext. 211 ~ -:'~

SWIM & FITNESS SCHEDULE
.FRIDAY

5:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
5:30 a.m.-8:00 a.m . .
8:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

Exercise Room, Sauna, Therapy Pools Always Open
Early Rise Lap Swimming (All Ages)
Exercise Room, Therapy Pools and Sauna Available Only
(Tuesday and Thursday) Housewives Happy Hour
Baby/Gym Provided - ~gular Fees Apply
Adult Laps· and Pre-School Swim
Exercise Room, Therapy Pools and Sauna Available Only
(Monday -Thursday) Swim Team
Friday, After.School Special, $.25 Swim for Child and
Youth /$.45 Out of City
. Adult Laps and:Pre~School Sw~m :
Exercise Room, Therapy Pools and Sauna Available Only
·
" .'
. . · ·~ Open Swim
Evening' Moonlight S\Vitti. .(Adults); Frictay ·ITe~ris & . AduJ.ts) ·
· .. ··
.. ,.1· . · . ·
(One. ~e Open ~o.r Laps I.:

_11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.-6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.in.-7:15 p.m.
7: l~ p.m.-9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-10:30~.m.

,·

Washin~on

Mutual
The .friend of the familY'I t~•I I
Washington Mutual Savings Bank
and its family of financial affiliates: .
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
-Mutual Service Corporation
·
Member FDIC
*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.

~ ~,,

f' i

· ·'

, 11};.,·

,

I

.

· ., '

.

'

'

SUNDAY
7:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m,·1:30 p.m.
1:30,p.m.-4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Early Riser Lap Sw~m (All Agesl
Adult Laps and Pre-School Swim
. Open Swim.
Families Only 1$2 Special, In City; $3.40 Out of City,)
,:
~
Open Sw~m
Twilight Swim Adu'lts
WEEKLY SPECIALS . e e e e e e e e • • • •
T\_\'o for Tuesday Adults Only Receive Two 'for One Admittance after 5:00 p.m. '
Friday Out of Towner - Our Out' of City Guests Receive In-City ·Rates after 5:00 p.m.

••••••••••••

:.

if

of

',•I

~

~~ ~~wi~ I~ ~l

SATOR?A :,EMly
7:30. a.m.-9:00 ft;in; ,
:ExerciSe·. Room,~Thetapy Pt>ols and satl,ia Available Only
9:00 a:m.-11:3~ a:.~
11;30 a.m •• 1:·30 p.~. ·
· '
. · · ·· ,
' Adull Laps aiidjre-~
1:30 P:m.-4:30 p.ID,. . .
.
...· ·
.. . .; . . · .. , Open Lap'.~im (~ .Agesl
4:30' p.m.-6:00 P:m• ' ' · · .
. . F~m,ilie's Only ($2 Spe~ial, ln-City; .$3.'40'.0ut
Ci~yl
6:30 p.mAl:OO p.m . ..
'_.,, .
Open ~wim
8:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m .
Moonlight Swim (Adults and Teens)
9:30 p.m.'-11 :bo p.~ . .
(One Lane Open for Laps)
'

. ·-tet·Washi"ngton MutuaLhelp_with a · ·:
tow .cost student loan·. Ask your schoors
· finanC-iaLai_d~office.Joran application .
.and oetails-or; call ·(206) _464-4767
. fdr more. information. You'll see ifs
everything we've advertised. ·

· .

· f,

•

:
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Central volleyballers tune l!P by beating YVC
and Kristin Stach, who combined
for
20 kills and 14 blocks in the
Staff Writer
match.
To many observers, the match
Barb Crosland, (Vancouverseemed like just another contest.
Columbia River), had possibly
But to the Wildcat volleyball
her best game of the night in this
team, Mondays' non-league
third
game, as she served three
match was a tuneup for tonight's
~ points, and contributed three key
battle with Whitworth.
~ blocks to break the Indians'
. The 'Cats opened up the match
~ service.
seeming a little sluggish, allowing
~
Crosland's play vaulted the
the Indians of Yakima Valley
·
~
'Cats
to a 11-7 lead, a lead they
Community College to jump out
g would not relinquish. Crossen
to a 14-7 advantage in the first
~
also had two key spikes,
game.
~
including a rocket from the back
Freshman Julie Patterson
.... row .
(Ellensburg), then served three
STUFF - CWU's Denise Crossen (13} and Angie McDonald
Central won the third game by
unanswered points to bring the
a 15-7 margin, and went ahead
'Cats to within four points.
attempt to stuff block YVC's Kim Petrea's spike in Monday's action.
two games to one.
Central battled back, getting as to use.
causing her to redshirt. Crossen
In the fourth game, which
close as 14-12, before the ,Indians ·
With the score 1-2, in favor of was ~WU's 1983 District 1 al~proved to be the winner, Central
shut the doqr. The Wildc~ts . had YvC, freshmi:m Heather. Reiley star representative.
had the benefit of Mr.
scored five qbanswered points to · (Auburn), . entered the serving
The two teams traded point~.
Momentum.
· put the pressure on YVC . .·
position, and delivered an ace on reaching · a 13-6 score, . when
Ill fact, some wondered if the
''We took.:.them (YVC) . ,a little her first ser\re.
.
LaFever inserted sophom,ore Lola
Indians had even started playing
too lightly·. J;r;i that first , game,"
Befor~ she 'w as finished, Reiley -, Roberson to do the serving.
the fourth game, as evidenced by
said first ·)' year coach John ·'would serve eight straight points, · .Roberson came through in the
CWU's quick 7-0 start. ·
· LaFever. ,
·withexcellentfront line play frorri clutch, got the two points,
The Wildcats weren't finshed
After dropping that first'game,
Su~ Dickinson (Friday Harbor), including the game-.w inning
yet ·t hough. The Lady 'Cats broke ·
the 'Cats seemed to settle down and Denise C~ossen (Auburn).
point by.an ace.
and play like they knew .how.
· Crosseii is . r~tumtng from a
Roberson started the third out to a 10-0 lead before the
Indians woke up . .
Aggressive could be a good word . knee injury suffered last sea.Son. game, still w~th the hot hand, as
Central had· the Indians in a
Central broke out to a 2-0 lead.
real spot from the beginning of
But the momentum seemed to
the final game, and proceeded to
sway over the net to YVC, as they
surged to a 5-2 margin~ behind See Tune Up page 151\..
the strong net play of Kim Petrea
By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH

(b

mlill••••••llil••••liiiiiiliiliiiilliill•••••••I

KXLE

FM95.3

YOUR .R OCK STATION
featuring

· -- *American Top Forty ~-., , ,_,.
Saturday 8-noon and Sunda.y 1~s p.m.
•Off The ·Record .WithMary Turner.:..·
. .
Wedne~day B p.m. and Sunday 9 p~m.
Supers·t ar Concert Series - Satur9ay 7 p.m.· ·
··
*Rock Album Countdown - ,Tuesday 8 p.m,. ·
*Future Hlts - Thursday and Sunda'y 7. p.·m .
. •Rock, Ov~r London - Mon . .B. p.m~ · ·:
*Star Trbks, Earth News - Mon.~FrJ~
*The. Ho;t Ones - Sunday 8 p~m.

.--The Frienclly Place
With. Friendly
Service.

*

_l."';..

;.
'·

1

,,

'

*

··-Mr. G.,s. ·

13·1.r · Vantage Highway
.

:> •

c

8th

~

Cl)

CD

.r::.

u

e

with fresh coffee
& doughnuts for
breakfast .

•30mlnute secessions•
Offer Ends October 19th

105 East 4th Suite 4

~

,.

·- $ 3 PER' VISIT
uo visit llmlt>

I•

' 8th .,

.The g'r ocery store

925-1488 .

PLAZA.

,

Lmd: .. '

.
e
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=
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lntramurals synonomous with new year
By DENNIS ANDERSON
Staff Writer

Hold it a minute armchair
quarterbacks, people who watch
Magnum P .I. playing volleyball
on the beach, or catching a world
cup soccer game on ESPN.
The opportunity is now yours.
Put your leisure time to use.
The fall quarter intramural
sports program at Central helped
kick off the year and is already in
full swing, offering students the
chance to play flag football
(men's and women's), co-ed
soccer, and co-ed volleyball.
Central has always had a big
turnout and intramural officials
don't expect much different.
Each quarter the intramural

sports program brings together between teams and also cut down co-ed volleyball leagues have
many students who are looking on judgement calls that might always been filled with good
for some good competition and a have occurred with the two-hand competition.
chance to forget about school for touch rule.
This year there are six
a while.
As far as the belief that the volleyball leagues playing at 7, 8,
According to acting CWU different letters designating and 9 p.m.
recreation director Jerry Findley, leagues mean better skill. Findley
There is only one co-ed soccer
intramurals play an important says they mean absolutely league this quarter so far.
part in college life.
nothing.
Registration for fall intramural
"Our intramural sports
"In football and volleyball we sports leagues will take place
program gives the students a put a letter to a time frame and until Oct. 9.
chance to get out and meet then hope to put together a
Team fees for the three sports
people and have something to do buncb of leagues with equal are: $40 for football, $25 for
in their spare time," he said.
compettion," he said.
soccer and volleyball.
A new added feature will be
There will be three men's flag
seen this . year in the football football leagues going at 3 and 4
NOTE: Another added feature
leagues. Instead of the regular p.m. two days a week, with one this fall in intramurals will be the
two-hand touch football, teams women's league going at 3 p.m.
"End of Summer Games". Some
will be using flag belts.
Even though Findley points out . of the games include the longest
Findley believes that the flag ,that football is the most popular slide, a banana eating contest, an
belts will minimize contact sport among CWU students, the obstacle course an_d many more.

CWU dribbler's bounce over to Asia for experience
Although it won just six games
out of 15 contests, the Central
men's basketball gained more
than just victories on its 34-day
summer tour of Malaysia,
Singapore, and Thailand.
The Wildcat squad, known as
Team USA on the tour, took
seventh in the · Merlion Lion
International
basketball
tournament in Singapore on the
last leg of the overseas visit. The
team returned home to
Ellensburg a day prior to first
cJas~~~~

MEN'S HOOP
Earlier the team finished
seventh in the Benson and
Hedges International basketball
championship at Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia and sixth at the Crown
Prince's Cup at Bangkok,
Thailand.
By playing a majority of more
experienced teams the players
learned a great deal about Asian
basketball.
The team which consisted of 12

of this year's hoopsters, nine of
which will likely be on the squad ·
in the winter, made the trip.
Some the international teams
that the 'Cats met were top
quality. Those included were
national squads from China,
India, Macau, England, Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, Korea,
· Australia, Yugoslavia, and the
Soviet Union.
Making the trip were Keith
Bragg, Andy Affholter, Ron
vanderSchaaf, Israel Dorsey, Pete
Albea, Al Shannon, Joe Callero,

Brad Evenson, B. J. Thurlby,
Derek Applegate, Doug Snipes, ·
and Howard McQuai~.
Statistically, Bragg, who ·
completed his eligibility last
spring. was the team leader with
16.4 points and 6.5 rebounds per
game.
CWU center vanderSchaaf was
high with a 9.3 rebound average,
while Callero led the squad in
assists with 100, good for a 6.7
per game norm. vanderSchaaf
Please see Hoop page l 3A.

•
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·····-··-···~···········-··-···
.2 for 1· offer. ·~rder lar~e.· DOM1No·s loa~~d ~ith
a

16"

PIZlA.

three or ihore of

your favorite goodies and we'll give you a 12" pizza with your.favorite, single topping, free. Call ·
:·
DOMINO'S PIZZA tonight·. Tell us you want the "2-for-l offer!" Then get set to ·e njoy your pizza pizza.

Offer good M~nday l 017 only.
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A new foot
CWU soccer club _
gets new coach
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA

SOCCER

Staff Writer

Central's soccer club will be
under the · guidance of a new
coach when it begins competition
this fall.
At the helm this season is Geoff
Davidson, who replaces To·m
Rowney.
Davidson hails from Durham,
England. and has eight years of
coaching experience. including
1¥2 years in the United States.
Coach Davidson has 23 players
on the practice field, including 11
or 12 returnees. Although he
declined to single out any
individuals, the soccer mentor
said there is a good nucleus of
players on the club.
.. They're looking very good,"
Davidson attested. 'Tm very

I

impressed with . them. I'm
optimistic about the season.''
Davidson commented that the
main idea of the club is to have
fun. but stressed that winning is
a major goal also.
The coach added that the club
will use a skillful. attacking style
of play... It's the only way to
win," Davidson said of attacking
soccer.
The soccer club didn't have a
schedule compiled as of
presstime, but Davidson said
Washington State University,
University of Oregon, Oregon
State University, Gonzaga
University. and Whitman College
will be likely opponents.
He added that matches against

·. . "?_./" M
.

,. +.:%i\_~:.~~
~ ;,.....· .~
·'.~;'.;., ~-~

The earliest possible date for an
match for the club would

openin~

be on the weekend of October 12
and 13, Davidson said. The club
will play once per week.
Davidson said he will try to
foster community involvement
with the club, and he encourages
all interested players to
participate.
Club officers include
Joe
Reedman. president: Paul
Ockerman, vice president: John
Young, secretary; and Dennis
Gubser, treasurer. Dr. James .
Nylander is the club advisor.

.,;~-=-: ~ - ~·
.,...,,
1
·r!f~;;·~:?\ I
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local teams such as Yruqma
Valley Co~munity College and a
men's club from Ellensburg will
most likely be added to the
agenda.

Hoop
Continued from page 12A
tallied 13.3 point an outing, while
Dorsey was the only other player
in double figures with a 10.1 clip.
CWU mentor called it ·.. a super
experience for everyone in our
party."
But while on the court, tl~e men
from Central had some new
experiences, also. Last year after
the Olympics, the three-point
basket was added to the
international rules.
CWU allowed 76 three-pointers
and only converted 17 for the
overseas stay. In , one game at
Bangk~k. China defeated the
'Cats 90-78 with help of 14-of-23
three-point shooting.
Also altering the game was the
addition of the 30-second clock.
The bonus of the trip will not be
known until the 'Cats take the
floor at Nicholson Pavilion for the
1985-86 season opener Nov. 12
against the University of Victoria.
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You are back from an all too short summer and about to
bounce back into the rigors of college life once again, but why
not add something to that life this year that could make all the
difference - come and visit the Episcopal Church.
Special programs designed with Central students in mind
are now under way. Take for instance the library at the
church. It is available to Episcopal students for a quiet place
to study or just to hide out in and relax for a while.
Miss that good old home-cooking? Every Wednesday night
no-strings attached chow and conversation are available. You
don't have to bring a thing except yourself.
Of course, help for more serious problems than your study
habits and eating requirements are able to be addressed here.
The Rev. Nolan Redman is available for your consultation.
Worship services take place each Sunday at 9 a.m.
Contact us for more information:

HAPPY'S MARKET
207

w. 8th

Heidelberg Beer 24 PK.
Class

Reser·s Pepperoni Pizza $2.49

Church office
Rev. Nolan Redman (home)
Heather Coughlin (Canterbury coordinator)

141nch

962-2951
925-5049
962-6251

Ask about Canterbury Club for college students.

. Cllp ana 5ave c;oupon
·---------~·--·-----------·

PepSI

GPK.

Bottles

16 oz. nonreturnable

Grace Episcopal Church
·12th & B St.
(2 blocks from campus, next to Kiwanis Park.)

$1 . 99

· with coupon

without coupon SZ.39
Expires 10-12-85
cup and save couoon

~---------------~--------·
used Paper Backs 39e to 99e
49e lb.
New crop Apples
Red dellclous and Coldens

Welcome to cwu
And Ellensburg
Pr.Ices effective through oct. 15, 1985
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Bring this coupon
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$1 off ear piercing
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10 visits for $30
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VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

I
: 405 East Third

962-2826
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ASCWU Staff

Welcome Back!
Dear Friends,
During the past year I have communicated to you
that ASCWU was in a process of change. That time has
passed into the history of Central Washington
University.
Now we enter the time of action. By action I refer to
the responsible representation a governmental structure
has for its constituency.
This "action" has already begun. From extending the
library hours, to being one vote away from receiving a
student advisory member on the board of trustees,
ASCWU has been working for you.
These two examples · of what ASCWU has
accomplished were brought about by students working
· within the structure here at Central Washington
University. Student Governments can be effective if
their own structures allow it, and the new ASCWU
structure is one of the most modem today.
Also ASCWU will continue bringing you quality
entertainment in the year ahead. We start with John
Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band, October 20th,
and will sincerely try to bring other -major performers to
Central three to four times this year.
Along with the major performers, a broad spectrum of
ideological events will be presented during the year.
This will start with a debate on apartheid, November
20th, featuring two nationally known proponents of each
side. Events of this nature will keep you in tune with
state, national, and world issues of our time.
ASCWU Special Programs will bring you events such
as Homecoming, Parents Weekend and the recently
finished Wildcat Week.
ASCWU is here for you. Your student government
has grown. Throughout the year new issues will surface
and ASCWU will be there to effectively handle the
situation through action.
Sincerely,

ASCWU STAFF SUB 214 963-1694
Susan Marr - City I County Liaison
ASCWU COMMUNICATIONS SUB 215 963-2251
Cindy Coffman - Advertising Coordinator
Maggie Murphy - Public Relations Coordinator
ASCWU PROGRAMMING DIVISION SUB 128 963-1691
Janet Shove ·- Current Issues Coordinator
Al Holman - Fine Arts Coordinator
Rob Johnson - Advertising Coordinator
Ruth Finley - Graphic Artist
Frieda Sze Wan - Graphic Artist
Scott Peters - Papa Johns Coordinator

ASCWU SPECIAL PROGRAMS _SUB· 128 963-1691
Katie Rogers - Wildcat Week
Lynel Schack - Homecoming Coordinator
Todd Suchan - Head Cheer
Shelley Heintz - Head Ch~r
Chuck Garvey - Posters
Allison Heintz - Signs

ASCWU Committees
The following is a list of available positions for those interested in
taking part in ASCWU committees~ Applications can be picked up
at the ASCWU office, SUB 214, or at the Student Activities office,
SUB 102. Information about the committees and a description of
duties performed are detailed on the applications. Any questions
concerning the committees can be answered by contacting any
ASCWU Executive at 963-1693. Please return applications as soon
.as possible.
COUNCIL OF PROBITY
5 members total, 4 positions open
BOARD OF ACADEMIC APPEALS
5 members total, 4 positions open

Freshmen
Program
ASCWU is christening a new
program for the students and
the future of Central
Washington University. This
exciting program is called
Emerging Leaders and is
designed to recruit the potential
leaders of the freshmen class.
Once selected, these students
will engage in a series of
workshops, seminars and
conferences to sharpen their
leadership skills . as well as
inform them about the
university's structure and
issues.
Any freshman interested in
being selected for this program
may pick up an application in
the ASCWU office located in
SUB 214.

We've Moved!
If you're having difficulty
locating a member of the Board
of Directors, you might find

ACADEMIC STANDING COMMITTEE
6 members total, 4 positions open

SUB FACULTY COUNCIL
4 members total, 2 positions open
PARKING AND TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

help by visiting room 214 in the·
Samuelson Union Building.

2 members total, 2 positions open

ASCWU, suffering from
growing pains, moved out of
the cramped conditions of the

UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
3-members total, 2 positions open

Teanaway room, SUB 102, to
the
more
spacious
accommodations of the second
floor. The ASCWU move is a
result of new offices and
programs created by ASCWU
President Jeff Morris. Among
some of the new offices are
ASCWU Communications and
City /County Liaison. Both are
essential in promoting and
maintaining effective relations
among the students, ASCWU
and the community.

UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
2 members total, 2 positions open
CAMPUS SAFETY COMMITTEE
I member, 1 position open
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID COMMITTEE ·
1 member, I position open
GRADUATE COUNCIL
2 members total (graduates only)
2 positions open
ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
1 member, 1 position open

(This is a paid advertisementl

.
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Ti.cket prices

CWU's standings, so the 'Cats
remain at 3-7 overall, and 3-1 in
league matches.

down from
last year

keep them in the hot seat for the
duration of the game.
Said Coach LaFever, "We
The Indians could only manage played good solid defense in the
four points, compared to the 14 of last three games. We're starting
Central.
to look much better."
With the match on the line,
''We got good games from Barb
Denise Crossen attempted a jump
(Crosland)
and Heather (Reiley),"
spike, which if successful, would
have caught the Indians rather LaFever commented. "We start
flat-footed, judging from the three freshmen, one sophomore,
reactions of the players on the. one junior and one senior, so I'm
real pleased with our effort
court.
tonight.''
Fortunately for YVC, the
attempt was a few feet long,
Tonight, the 'Cats battle
giving them one more chance to
Eastern division rivals, the
redeem themselves.
Whitworth Pirates. The game is
The Indians would get two
pivotal in the race for the two
more points before the 'Cats
available playoff spots in our
broke service and got the ball
division. Game time is set for 7 :30
back. Enter Lola Roberson, pm.
designated server.
Roberson, as in the second
In the injury report, senior
game, came through again, hitter Denise Zerr is out for at
catching YVC in a nap, to win the least one week due to a bruised
game, 15-6, and the match 3-1.
finger suffered in a tournament
The win is not counted in last weekend.

ELLENSBURG FLORAL AND GIFT

313 N. Pearl

In these days of ever rising
inflation, where a dollar just
doesn't go as far as 'u used to,
students will be relieved to
know that ticket prices for
CWU athletic events have been
lowered.
A dollar will now get a
Central student in to football
and basketball games. The
price was dropped from the
$1.50 of last year.
Athletic director Gary
Frederick explained that last
year they asked joint student
fees for a budget that would do
away with student gate
receipts.
Student
fees
announced that they could not
accomodate the request, but
could lower previous revenue
IG
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ASTROLOGY and TAROT READINGS
The primary focus is on the needs, challenges,
skills and opportunities in self-development,
relationships~ creative expression and career.

ffi

~ftllA Natal Chart and Consultation: $25
~1 Tarot readings by appointment: $10
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. Your Invited to the

needed from $19,000 to
$15,000.
·'Ticket prices last year were
raised to $1.50 to meet the
higher revenue of $19,000.
With the decrease in needed
revenue ticket prices can be
lowered again,'' explained
Frederick.
''We also hope the lower
ticket prices should help in
generating student turnout,''
Frederick said. "Our students
aren't paying as much as
Washington State or the UW,
so we hope it will help."'
Admission will still require
student l.D. Football and
men's basketball are the only
events charging admission.
There remains no charge for
women's basketball unless it is
in communion with men's.

By BRENDA BERUBE

[!]

"Downtown"

- Gary Frederick

Staff Writer

~

Surprise someone special
and let them know that
you care!

''With the decrease in
needed revenue, ticket
prices can be lowered
again."

L

Contact Richard
202 E. 4th Avenue
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GRAND OPENING
on October 5th of

NORTH PINE
MUSIC COMPANY
featuring Bruce Babad combo -Open Jam·
we have band and orchestra supplies,
quality electric and acoustic guitars at
reasonable prices. cwu students come
In and see Bob or Bruce and receive a
5 percent discount on your purchase.

The most advanced study Millions have discovered the Discover DIANEI1CS.
keys to successful living Buy this book today!
aid you have - your
own mind.
and SO can you.
Get a copy of DIANETICS wherever
Achieving the success you want in DIANETICS is _one oft~e most popu!ar pabrr~~:~ a~~r:~from the publisher,

school, and in life, requires concentration. discipline. and using your abilities
to the fullest.
Yet you may be running at a fraction
of your true potential.
The human mind is the most valuable
tool you have to achieve the success you
want. It is far more advanced than even
the most sophisticated computers. Its
potential is nearly infinite. But how do
you realize that potential?

self-help bo_o~s m A~nca today. with using the order form below. Just send
nearly 8 milhon copies sold. People all SS .00 (which includes postage and hanover the wo~ld use D~A~ETICS dling) to Bridge Publications. Dept. C.
technology to improve their lives and 1414 North Catalina SL, Los Angeles,
accomplish what they really want.
CA 90029.

DIANEI1CSIM teCbnology
helps you under&and and
use your mind to its fuDest.

~~~~~~~~ '~

ab~~~ ri'::1.!~~:mental blocks

1 -1-8 - 367
- -8788
---------

"With DIANETICS, I am ab~ to
honestly and confidently communicate
Millions are now discovering DIANET· with others in business and get resu!ts."
ICS technology a revolutionary new
L.F. Byrnes, President
approach to the :nmd and life.
Microcomputer software company
DIANETICS, the bestselling book by
L. Ron Hubbard, is about understand- . - - - - - - - - - ing your mind, and using its full potenFor more information on DIANETICS,
tial to live a happier, more rewarding
or to order books by phone, caU
life. Through the pages of this remark_ 00_

*DOOR PRIZE*
· Bluerldge acoustic
guitar

•
•

•

217 N. PINE
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
(509) 962-5785

•

that can inhibit memory.
1be k.eys to increasing mental
speed and ability.
How to USE your mind more
cfficiently, with concentration and
discipline, to learn more in less
time.
1be hidden barriers to happiness
and fullfillment - and how you
can handle them.
How to believe in yourself and
reach for what YOU want in your
life.

D

···:."fMil1<x..:1&:n """'-''- ·- - · -

M•.mr;i: ;;._.aJtti

<<;····

.

r---------7w::::,~:::.:::;;:--,;;;~.;:_--~es'
•

with DIANETICS. Please send me a
copy of the book DIANETICS rights away. Enclosed is my
check/moneyorderforSSJ)OtocovermyordCT(inducingpostage and handling).

NAME

PHONE

ADDRESS

APT.NO.

CITY

STATE

ZIP

L----------------------------------------
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Defense
Continued from page lOA
·'That was one our . goals
coming
in,··
defensive
coordinator Doug Adkins told of
putting pressure on the
Whitworth passing game. "We
were hurting from last week and
this group has a lot of pride.
Coming in we felt we had to put
the pressure on to be succesful."
If that Saturday game was any
indication of the things to come,
the Central defense may being
playing a large part in the
offensive scheme.
"Our offensive performance
was pretty spotty in some areas,''
Parry pointed out. "They
(Whitworth) pressure you so
·much. We knew it would be a big
play game." ·
A heavy Wildcat pass rush put
the heat on Whitworth Pirate
quarterback Cliff Madison all
afternoon, thus helping set up
three CWU first-half touchdowns.
That opened up the secondary
and allowed the 'Cats' defensive
backs to come up with three firsthalf interceptions, while the rest
of the defense registered seven
QB sacks. Madison could hit on
only 17-of-48 attempts for 221
net yards. Whitworth committed
five turnovers. adding two lost
fumbles out of five miscues.
The pass-ori_C??:!.!e<.!___R_~!~~es

·managed to run the ball 34 times,
but could . pass the line
sctimmage - · with minus 53
yards rushing.
Madison,
courtesy of the CWU Sack
Exchange, wound up with minus
86 yards on the ground.
The minus 53-yard rushing
total is now the 'all-time low for
rushing yards allowed in a game.
The old school mark was minus
32 against Gonzaga in 1939. The
3¥2-hour grid-a-thon allowed
both teams to combine in getting
off 162 total offensive plays. ·
The 'Cats went out on top frrst,
3-0, on a 27 -yard field goal by
Craig Warmenhoven, after a Ken
Linderman sack forced the
Pirates to punt for the second
.straight possession with 7:06 to
go in the opening quarter.
A Shawn Leonard fumble
recovery again put the 'Cats in
good field position on the
Whitworth 19. Seven plays later
second team All-American
running back Ed Watson twisted
in from a yard out. as CWU
pushed ahead, 10-0, with 2:04
left in the first.
Then three plays later the 'Cats
capitalized on another Pirate
mistake, as defensive back Ken
Anderson picked off the first of
the three aerial-thefts. That put
CWU in scoring position one
more time just before the start of
the second quarter.
Anderson's 38-yard return to
the Whitworth 18 formulated
into a CWU touchdown just three

12 EXPOSURE
l>e,.-eloping A Printing
Sharp. Accurate color prints
made standard size fr-o.m ~our' ·
roll of (-'11 Process film ......
Until IO /3 I /85, On19

$~.~QI

plays later, with Watson again
taking it in, this time from stx
yards away. Thus a 16-0 lead.
With the missed extra point.
Warmenhoven missed an
opportunity to keep the longest
PAT string in the NAIA going.
His streak ended at 58.
The
'Cats
sandwiched
touchdowns around a Whitworth
score to lead 23- 7 at the half.
Reserve QB Rtck Bolen hit
Wayne Ralph for a nine yard TD
strike with 4:39 left in the half.
while the 'Cats responded with
Joe Imhofs 32-yard interception
return for six just before
intermission.
Imhof, a 5-foot-11 sophomore
from Fife High School. earlier in
the first half (12:58 to go) picked
off one of the many errant
Madison passes to go with the TD
jaunt.
"We thought with their airhappy offense that the defensive
line would have to put the
. pressure on the QB,'' noted senior
defensive tackle Jim Newton,
who made four stops and
harassed his foes, helping force
many mistakes.
"We wanted to force their QB
(Madison) to run out of the
pocket," added the 5-foot-11,
210-pound Vancouver native.
''We worked our tails off after last
week and we knew if we put on
the pressure we would give the
DB's (defensive backs) a chance
to get some picks - and they
did."

The previous week, th~ NAIA
Division 1 'Cats suffered a
humiliating defeat by Division 2
Linfield's Wildcats, 49-21. in
McMinnville, Ore. Neither the.
offense or the defense performed
well at all, as the Wildcats fell
behind 49-7 midway through the
second half. The defense and
offense both took the brunt for
the season-opening loss. Linfield
owns a 7 -2 series advantage over
CWU, including the last two.
Central's vast improvement on
defense from week one to week
two thus showed through in the
final ,result last Saturday,
although the offense still
continued to sputter. Coach
Parry feels his offense needs to
develop some consistency to
attain higher endeavors.
Brkljacich finished the CWU
scoring with a 43-yard
quarterback keeper with 11 :09
left in the third quarter.
CWU managed just 261 yards
of total offense with starting QB
Matt Brkljacich and reserve Dale
Cote combining for just 98 yards
through the air.
'CAT CLAWS -

Watson ts the eighth player-at CWU to score 100 career
points, with 102. tying him with Kyle Fowler. Watson
had

56

lead

all

rushers

Tom Crowell each caught four passes Saturday.
Chandler amassed 64 yards ... Nose guard Brian Wttty
was tops with six primary tackles and two ass!Bts. while
Linderman and Leonard each made six primaries and
one assist. .. Linderman and John Witte had two sacks
each.
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extra point tries ... Senior receivers Charles Chandler and
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Saturday ... Wannenhoven has made 67 of 69 career
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Watson's two touchdowns elevated

him to seventh among all·tlme career scoring leaders.
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SCENE

John Cafferty comes to Central
John Cafferty and the Beaver
Brown Band, Oct. 20 in
Nicholson Pavilion, tickets are
$10.50 and are on sale at the
SUB information booth.

By JENNIE JONSON
Staff Writer

Thirteen years ago John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band
began their hard rockin' career in
the beach town of Narragansett,
Rhode Island. Little did they
know it was the beginning of a
fairy tale rock & roll story that
would bring them out of rock's
"dark side" and into the lights of
stardom.
The band, featuring John Cafferty on vocals and guitar. Pat
Lupo on bass, Kenny Silva on
drums, guitarist Gary Gramolini,
Robert Cotoia playing keyboards,
and saxophonist Michael
"Tunes" Atunes, like to think of
the band's success as a "real-life
Rocky story."
After forming in 1973, the band
struck out in their Rhode Island
hometown with a repetoire that
consisted mostly of rock & roll,
and rhythym & blues songs.

They were an instant hit with
the local college students, and
received a heavy following from
the bar crowds as well. As the
band became more recognized,
they started playing in Cape Cod,
Boston, and New Haven, Connecticut. They caught on, and before
they knew it, they also had gigs in
New Jersey, New York,
Philadelphia, Maryland, and
Virginia. The band continued
travelling up and down the east
coast, stopping in a new city
every night to play. Before long,
the band had a heavy cult following.
They kept up this ·'transient
lifestyle" for the next eight years,
stopping momentarily in 1978 to
add Michael Attunes to the five
member band. Cafferty had
begun to write his own material,
mostly about his younger days as
an east coast surfer. The band added more and more original
material to their gigs, until their
"rock-classic repetoire" was
replaced by Cafferty' s material by
the end of the '70's.
In 1980, the band recorded a
single featuring "Wild Summer

Nights", with "Tender Years" on
the second side. The band was
,- - - - - h o p i n g the single would lead to a
recording contract, but even after
the single had sold out it's 10,000
printed copies within one month,
no contract came. Record com'panies weren't willing to sign
them because they felt the band
sounded "too m~ch like Bruce
Springsteen."
Then, in 1981, veteran producer/ musician Kenny Vance
brought writer/ director Marty.
Davidson to a Beaver Brown concert. Vance had been hired as the
music producer for Davidson's
film "Eddie and the Cruisers."
Vance had heard the Beaver
Brown Band in Greenwich
Village, and when he discovered
he needed a black saxophonist for
the film, he immediately thought
of the band.
Davidson showed C,a fferty a
scene from the film in which a
song is written. The scene was
complete, but there still wasn't a
song for it.
John Cafferty
Please see Cafferty page 3B

Homecoming Concert
PRODUCTIONS

JOHN CA·F FERTY
&
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND
October 20 at 8 p.m• . Nicholson Pavilion

$lo.so

Tickets on sak at: Sub In.formation
Shapiro's
Stereocraft
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Introducing StreamlineM Checking. .
Now there's a checking account that can make
the difference between walking and flying.
Streamline Checking from Rainier Bank. It gives
you everything you need and nothing you don't.

Unlimited use of the Rainier

BankMachinesT~ When you Streamline, you

can save all kinds of time. You can use the
BankMachines whenever you want without
any transaction charge at all 134 locations.

Only $250 per month. We also streamlined
the cost to make this one of the lowest priced
checking accounts; anywhere. In addition, you
get a free companion savings account, Check Safekeeping and you can transfer funds by telephone.
© 1985 RAINIER BANCORPORATION

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

No minimum balance. Unlike most
checkjng accounts, the low cost and unlimited
BankMachine use applies no matter what your
balance is. Or isn't.
Get aboard Streamline Checking) only at
Rainier. Whether it's your first checking account
or your second, it's definitely built for speed.
And it's one more way we're making our
. bank fit your needs.
*Ask for full details on service charges.
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Cafferty--------------and would · eventually pass the
two-million
mark. ''Tender
Continued from page lB
Years" had established itself as
the bands second solid hit. John
Cafferty took the script home
Cafferty and the Beaver Brown
and composed ··on the Dark
Band got finally got .it's break.
Side" for the ·scene. Davidson
Cafferty attributes the bands
liked it so much he signed the
success to hard work and a weird
band to do the entire soundtrack.
twist of luck.
The recent success of ''Tough
••Eddie and the Cruisers" was
All
Over'' has established the
released to audiences in August,
Beaver
Brown Band as more than
.1983. The film flopped, but
a
fleeting
flash-in-the-pan fad
amazingly, the soundtrack still
·
band.
They
recently toured with
managed to sell I 75,000 copies.
Bryan Adams, and will begin a
Record companies ,finally sat up
tour with Foreigner this month.
and took notice. They were
They
will also be playing a few
signed to record an LP with Scotti
gigs
of
their own. including the
Brothers, a CBS-distributed label.
They began recording their one scheduled here i·n the
Nicholson Pavill~on ori October
second album, ··Tough All Over"
20.
in ~arly 1984.
·The Beaver Brown Band is fond
. Just as the album was about to of playing songs that ring true-to· be released in July, 1984, a funny life. ··Tough All Over" deals with
thing happened. · .. Eddie and the views on life from many different
Cruisers" debuted on HBO, and perspectives. · Cafferty's view on
The Movie Channel. and people · are is, of course, pretty cheery
went crazy. Within one month,
right now. He claims that the ·
the soundtrack went gold. ··on band is just a bunch of working
the Dark Side" was a major hit, class guys who want to play
and the Beaver Brown Band was music for a week's wages, and the
all over the radio and MTV.
band got what they wanted - it
The release date for "Tough All just took them awhile. He has
Over'' was pushed back as the told the story of a friend he ran in
·'Eddie and the Cruisers''
to before the band got it's big
soundtrack continued to sell. It break. The· friend asked Cafferty
went platinum by October . 1st, what he was gonna do, now that

he was getting on ifi years and
the band was going nowhere.
"I don't know," Cafferty said,
"but we're getting by, and this
sure beats the hell out of
working."

PRSSA

ELLENSBURG BOWL
(across from campus)

As cult followers of the band
often lament at Beaver Brown
Band concerts, ''John Cafferty
ain't n~ver gonna hang up his
rock n' roll shoes!''

EXPOSE YOURSELF TO PR!
October 3, Thursday
In The SUB Kachees Room
Know what it is all about and become
part of the crowd!

Happy Hour

Welcome Back

Monday-Saturday
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Students!

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
Professional Word Processing
Term Papers - Resumes - Placement
Files
Letters of Application · Quality
Photocopies
Audio Tape Transcription - These.s

Ostrander's Drug
We also have television and refrigerator rentals.

Pagoda N. Y. Restaurant
Chinese & American Dishes Chinese .banquet .facilities
Special Chinese .fami(r dinners
Cocktails
Bank-Americard & First Bank Bank Cards
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Wednesday 11 :30-3pm Sunday 12-3pm
lunch buffet $3.80
Monday . Thursday

·"'•turt/ay

11 :.'W<im-9:.'lOpm

4:.'Wpm · 11 I""

Friday
11 :.'Wam-1.lpm

· Sumlay
.~Uri. 12-9/Jnl

Orders ·to ·go
925-2128
116 W. 3rd

l)

120 E 4th · 925-5344

925-9225

402 ·N. Sprague
(Behind Safeway)

BIG JOHN'S
Specializing in
The BigJohn Burger
''A Meal In Itself!''

Sunday-Thursday,
11 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Friday & Saturday,
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Delivery ··:·12 p.m. till close
925-5900
908 E. 10th (Next to the College)
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Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shac11 Yamaha-Radio Shack

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Sh•ck

Dr. Don A.

Cbildr~

Chiropractor

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

962-9796
1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

The river that flows past my door... flows past yours. This
allegory taken literally could have meaningful application on
Saturday, October 19 at 8 a.m. when a group of volunteers will
gather at Hertz Parking Lot to get the Yakima River Clean-up
Project underway.
The power and unpredictability of the environment and this
earth shocked us recently as we witnessed a killing earthqu~e
and the fury of hurricane force as it slammed against the land. We
are awestruck by natural phenomena which we cannot control.
These natural forces belie the fragile · quality of the
environment; left alone, Mother Nature will surely cry in silent
.screams of despair. We are the ·users' of this resource and the
uniqueness of it lies in the fact that it is non-expandable and nonrenewable.
The Yakima River Clean-up Project sounds like a Saturday
morning chore your mother might have thought of just to get you
out of the house on a crisp fall day. And that's okay, if we choose
to look at the task of putting a small piece of the environment
right again, as something we'd do for someone else. Mom had
several good ideas and there were more often than not altruistic
reasons behind her ·suggestions'.
Most of us won't be living a lifetime by any one particular river,
but for now, the Yakima is the river of commonality for CWU
students. The skills born of first-time involvement in projects
such as this will be there for recall and be nurtured by
reinvolvement in similar projects.
In a recent editorial, the Daily Record tied the beginning of the
school year to issues now before the community._ The editor cited
several opportunities for local involvement. The beginning of this
academic year at Central would be enhanced if the student body
showed the same spirit of interest in the river clean-up.
More specific information about the Saturday morning project
will be available and it is hoped support will cross all sections of
the community. Ultimately. the benefit of the day's activities will
be twofold, returning the river to a more natural state and
us ... working at getting it together.
See Yakima River Clean-up
Next Issue

;

~

THE BUCKBOARD~
A Food & Beverage· Place

0 ~

Come in and try our burgers, nachos and snacks.

Daily Happy Hour 4 to 6
"In The Plaza"
925-5555

ACTIVEWEAR:
Adidas
Nike
Russell Athletic
Dolfin
Bonnie

ATHLETIC
SOCKS
Russell National
Nike
Wigwam
Converse
Colored shoe laces
Swim goggles

SPORT
POSTERS
ATHLETIC
BAGS
ATHLETIC
TAPE
ATHLETIC
SHOES
Converse
Tiger
Reebok
Power
K-Swiss
Kestrl
Brooks
New Balance
Nike
Adidas
Puma

p.m.

PITCHER DISCOUNTS
Come down and dance to the
Emerald's Friday, October 4 and
Saturday, October 5 from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.

No cover charge!

(behind McDonalds ~n South Ruby Road)

In Need Of Family
~lanning Services?
The Kittitas County Health Department
Olfers The Following Services
*Yearly Exams
*Birth Control
*Cancer Screening
*Pregnancy Testing
*VD Testing & Treatment
*Counseling
CHILDREN BY CHOICE .•. NOT BY CHANCE
507 Nanum, Ext. 109 962-6811
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KCAT strives for more professional sound
By DENNIS JAY EVANSON
. Staff Writer

year the station will have more
give-aways of items like t-shirts,
records and bigger prizes. The
station also has pr01;notional
interviews with Pete Townshend
and John Cafferty and the Beaver
Brown Band, with others to come
over the year.
Old listeners of KCAT will be
pleased to know that some of the
technical problems of the past
have been solved. The "hiss"
associated with the station· s
stereo
signal has been
eliminated, thanks to a doubling
of the signal's strength. This
added power makes the signal
the strongest .King Videocable
carries.

As of Oct. 1. campus radio
station KCAT sheds their past
image and, in the words of station
manager Doug Eck, sets out to be
''the best damn station in
Ellensburg."
Eck and the rest of the KCAT
staff hope to bring listeners back
to Central's radio station, which
in the past few years has suffered
a decline in popularity among
students.
Eck is excited about the new
year at KCAT, having spent his
summer doing an internship at
KISW in Seattle, among the most
popular rock stations on the West
coast. He said the internship
Please see KCAT page 6B.
"allowed me to polish the skills
that I have learned here at
Central."
Eck hopes to change KCAT
from ·a casual station run by
many individuals to a more
disciplined station with a
common cause that resembles a
professional operation. This, Eck
feels, will give the students on the
station a more realistic learning
experience and will give the
station a more identifiable sound,
something Eck thinks has been
. lacking in the past.
"In the past, we'd have three
hours of New Wave music, three
hours of Heavy Metal music.
followed by three hours of
Southern music," Eck pointed
out. "We want a blend of all
these. Now. when a listener turns
us on, they will know what to
expect."
Along with the changes in
atmosphere and sound, the
station will be pursuing a more
aggressive promotion program to
sway listeners to KCAT. This

ADULT
BALLET
CLASSES
8 Week Course
Begins October 7th
.-..-•Monday & Wednesday
5:30 p.m.

--------------Bring in this ad and get $5
off first and second month's payment

---------------Call for information and registration

ON THE AIR-Rich <A!-rr, Doug Eck and Debbie Herzog work on.an ad
for broadcast on KCAT.
:
·
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Sunday filnl series underway
By SHARON CHASE
Scene Editor

Vintage "selected short subjects" and full length feature
films are on tap for the classic
film series at Central which
began last week. The Sunday
night media entertainment will
be presented in McConnell
Auditorium at 7 p.m. and is sponsored by the English Department
and Associated Students.
"Short subjects" precede each
feature film and include classic

comedy rountines of Fred Allen.
Eddie Cantor and others of that
era. Feature films range from a
1936 Astaire-Rogers musical to
the 1967 version of "Far From the
Maddening Crowd." and the dark
drama of F. Murrey Abrahams in
his award-winning portrayal of
Salieri in the 1984 ··Amadeus.''
also starring Tom Hulce.
Series tickets are available at
Jerrol's, Four Winds Bookstore
and Ace Records; the cost is $10
for season tickets, $2 single
tickets at the door.

The fall schedule is:

Nov. 3 Short: Insurance
Fe.ature: Far From

Oct. 6 Short: Our Funny. Finny

the

Maddening Crowd

Friends

Feature: Swing Time

Nov. 10 Short: The Interview
Feature: The Night of the
Shooting Stars

Oct. 13 Short: The Installment
Collector

Nov. 17 Short: The Violinist
Feature: Amadeus

Feature: The Exterminating
Angel

Otc.

27

Nov.

Short: Dangerous

24 Short: Nothing But

Nerves

Female

Feature: Fellini Satyricon

Feature: Yojimbo

KCAT· ---------------------------------Continued from IA.
A source of confusion in the
past has been how to recieve
KCAT's signal. ~ The station can
be. received by anyone with a
. stereo and is served by King
V~deocable. All that is needed is a
length of speaker wire running

between the VHF connectors on
the back of your television and
the FM antenna on the back of
the stereo. KCAT can be found at
I
91 FM on the dial. i
With all of the changes
undertaken at KCA T, · some
things will stay theisame. Special
programming, such as "Modern

Rock Wednesday" and "The
Virgin Vinyl Show" will be
featured each weeknight. KCAT
will also continue to be ·t he only
station in the area with a full time
request line, at 963-2311.
Broadcast hours are noon until
midni~ht seven days a week.

Eck wondered why there has
been such student indifference·
towards KCAT in the past.
"We are Central's radio station
before anything else," he said.
·'The students should take
advantage of us. We're here for
them."
'

BOfTOMLINE CAFE
I I

.

•

I I

The Reading Consultant .

WHY YOU SHOULD TAKE
COLLEGE SPEED READING
SEMINAR
YOU MUST COMPETE FOR YOUR
'
GRADES AND YOUR CAREER
YOU .WILL TRIPLE YOUR SPEED &
INCREASE COMPREHENSION AND
· CONCENTRATION

Where genuine home cooking
and a relaxed atmosphere
meet.
·
Serving breakfast and lunch
daily.
Not expensive. ·.. just good
food made from scratch, the
old fashioned way!

Monday - Friday: 6 a.m.-4 p.m.
Satmday: 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
S\Ulday.: 7 a.m.-l p.m.

downstairs of
-·Adeline's

Ever dreamed
of learning.· to fly?

JOHN SA WYER IS AN EXPERT IN
COLLEGE READING AND LEARNING
METHODS
YOUR SUCCESS IS GUARANTEED
''WE RECOMMEND THIS COURSE!''
Dan Nelsen, Geography
Billie De Wilde, ·Geography
Dana Fraser, Radio and TV
Kevin Harmon, Business Admin
Brent Martonik, Math
Cort Worthington, History
Joe E. Granger, Speech
. Gordon .D udley, Blee . .
Esther Wu, Acct.

OCT. .3or4
SUB 209

Midstate Aviation, ·Inc.
features professio~al full-time
FAAapproved Partl41 flight instruction
Complete your flight training in minimum
amount of time and expense

Aircraft rental, scenic flights,
and charters are al.s o available . .
Call us now for complete de.t ails on private,
· commercial,instrument and certified flight
instruction or training. .

ATTEND A FREE CLASS!
Thursday, Oct. 3
12:10; .1:10; 4:10; 7:00
Friday, Oct. 4
.
12:10; 1:10; 3:10; 5:00
.FREE ·c LASSES TAKE 40 MINUTES

Ask about our AERO Club also . .

962-2873 · Midstate Aviation , Inc.
,Ellensburg Airport
'

'

'
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Outdoor Corner

Hunting season quips and tips
Black bear numbers, according fo Johnson, have been
somewhat stable since 1981 when the WDG cut the hunting
season from seven months down to three months annually. There
are approximately 2,000 black bear taken each year by hunters
using various methods. Grizzly bears are protected in this state.
Upland game bird hunting also opens Oct. 12, and should be a
great deal better than last year's season. Upland game birds. like
pheasant, chukar and Hungarian partridge are tough, scrappy
birds that can generally handle a tough winter as long as food is
available.
It's the rain in spring and early summer that can hurt
populations. The birds hatch their chicks in the spring and the
young aren't able to withstand the cold and wet very well. The
spring of 1984 was a wet one, thus populations for the 1984
hunting season were down. This year has been anything but wet.
and chances are good there'll be a bumper crop of birds this year.
That about does it for opening day. In the weeks to come, look
for hunting tips on Washington . wildlife. Find out why our
mountain goat and bighorn sheep populations are dropping, and
learn about the controversy over the goat populations on the
Olympic Peninsula.
In the mean time, have a safe and successful hunting trip .
Please remember to pack otit what you bring in.

By DOUG ECK
Staff Columnist

With the general hunting season opening up Oct. 12, you'll be
happpy to know that for the most part, this year's hunting season
should be a good one.
According to Rolf Johnson of the Washington Department of
Game,(WDG) ..the deer populations wintered quite well, with the
exception of the northeast corner of the state. where deer
struggled through snow for over 100 straight days.
Johnson anticip~tes a harvest of approximately 40,000 deer
this year, including about 20,000 blacktails, 13,000 mule deer
and 7 ,000 whitetails.
One of the biggest gripes is over the changes in the hunting
regulations over the past few years, especially with the elk
hunting seasons. The reasons for the change is the added
attention bein.g focused on the development of a quality herd in
this state and by establishing branch-antlered bull seasons,
limited-entry hunts and better road management that restricts
vehicles.
,
The elk population has been steadily increasing with more big
bulls being harvested annually. Johnson went on to say the elk
.populations across the state all wintered well and he expects
about 10,000.animals to be harvested this year.

KEN'S AUTO-TRUCK WASH
------------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

••I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BRING THIS AD IN FOR A
FREE
WASH.AND DRY, MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th
Gas At Competetive Prices, Car Vaccums,
Auto Wash, Self-Service Too
210 SOUTH MAIN

LAUREL BURCH
Fashion Earrings
colors for Fall 1985
Reg. values to $25

Fa~hion

NOW $6.99

HANDBAGS
Always a needed item for
fall in leather, fabric, and vinyl

NOW20%0FF

J._CHRISTOPHER

JUNIOR SWEATER

------------------------

100% Cotton Flannel Nighties
Three Styles - Assorted Prints
Reg. $33.20

lamb wool in sizes S-M-L.
Available in Fall Jewel tones
Reg. $30

~new . WORLD VIDEO~·

NOW $24.90

SALE $20.90

I

SHOP AROUND
BUT YOU WILL COME BACK TO
NEW WORLD VIDEO
BECAUSE THEY HAVE OVER
1000 VHS TITLES

JUNIOR DENIM
· Save on our entire regular stock.
All sizes, all styles available

Just in time for cool weather.
Bold plaids, sizes S-M-L, washable
Reg. $10 to $25

NOW $5 OFF

NOW $5.90-$16.90

JUNIOR COTTON
SHIRTS

All fashion Colors, four styles
to choose from, long and short
sleeve available
Reg. $16.20 to $23

100' s of films priced at 99¢
per night 7 days a week

JUNIOR FLANNELS

NOW. $11. 90-$16. 90

MENS JACKETS
Polar fleece pullover jackets.
Light weight yet warm. Royal,
grey, and charcoal ·
Reg. $40

NOW $26.90

JUNIOR ANGORAS

POLO SHIRTS

styles of deep "V" shawl,
boat neck, in fall shades.
Solid colors
Reg. $20 to $44

100% cotton short sleeve. Machine
washable. Knit collar, many
colors, S-XL
Reg. $16

NOW $16.90-$32.90

. MENS SWEATERS ,.

NOW $9.90

YOUNG MENS

Large selection of sweater shirts
SPORTSHIRTS.·
vest, ski. looks, carnigans, ·assorted Knit and Woven . sportshirts,
cofors
. selected styles, dressy or casual
Reg. $19 to $29
Values to. $40 ·
''

.

·1

.

I . ,
1· .·
I ,

I

,'I

PRICES
SUN.D AY-THURSDAY
TAPE-$1.75
VCR-$2.00
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
TAPE-$2. 75 two for $5.00
VCR-$3.00

... ·. HOURS

.. ·.

10~10. MONDAY~THURSDAY
10-11 FRIDAY ·& SATURDAY
12-10 SUNDAY

• ••

NOW $11.90-$18.90 .

YOUNG MENS
, SPORTSHIRTS
Two styles to choose from - Button
down or spread collar
Reg. $19 to $32

NOW $10.90 & $24.90

YOUNG MENS
SLACKS ..
Selected styles of casual slacks,
many colors, waist sizes 28-38

NOW25%

PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS
Free helium
filled balloons
- for the kids

415 NORTH MAIN 962-6447

~

NOW $100FF :

I

I

Open Fridays till 8:30 p.m.

Bankcards and
personal charge
welcome.
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'Prizzi's Honor' is just too bland
By JIM MASSEY
Editor

Prtzzi's Honor, starring Jack
Nicholson and Kathleen Turner,
directed by John Huston, rated R
because of language, at' the
Liberty Theater starting
tomorrow.

''Director
John
Huston has been in
the business for a
long time (remember

Review

The Maltese Falcon?)

and h~ knows how to
put
a
movie
together.''

Prtzzt's Honor is being touted

as an adult comedy. an intelligent
escape from the summer glut of
teen science fiction toilet joke
movies. As intelligent as Prizzi's
Honor is, however. even an adult
comedy needs a few big laughs.
The film deals with the
romantic relationship between a
hit man for an east coast mob and
a hit woman (?) who works out of
the west coast. They meet and
fall in love, but various
circumstances, including a kind
of mob peer pressure. threaten to
bring the romance to a violent
end.
The script is literate, but it
lacks an element of surprise to
grab and hold your attention. It's
basically a "one joke" film: two
hit people fall in love and go

about their business.
". Ifs not macabre enough to be a
black comedy, not intense
enough to be a straight drama
and not suspenseful .enough to be
a mystery.
But it does have its good points.
Jack Nicholson, always a treat to
see, takes a chance with his role
of the smitten mobster, and it
pays off. His dim-witted Brooklyn
drawl is at first hard to get used
to, but it grows on you and
becomes almost endearing.

Nicholson is not afraid to sacrifice
glamour for an effective
performance.
Kathleen Turner is her usual
sultry self (see Body Heat), and,
somehow her tough hit woman
and Nicholson's slow hit man
makt? a charming couple.
Director John Huston has been
in the business for a long time
(remember The Maltese Falcon?)
and he knows how to put a movie
together. His subtle direction and
camera movement blend with his

ARE YOU RUNNING SHORT ON OFFICE
SUPPLIES OR EQUIPMENT?

925-6744

201E.8th

fae

Jhe

We have competitiVie prices
on all of your health
and beauty needs?

925-4444

We have everything from ice-cream
to donuts and for a great meal we
have a selection of soups and sandwiches!

§oUlen
fl6ric,_ ShoJ'

Downtown Pharmacy

--

creative needs
*fabrics

AT THE.

in Nicholson

END OF TI-IE SUMMER
GAl\1ES

BOWL

Prizes for first & second place teams
tug of war

* crafts

*patterns

314 N. Pine

414 N. Pearl
925-1514

sports office
Pavilion

Come on dow.n for all of your

Prizzi 's Honor is indeed an
intelligent film with expert
performances, but the script is a
bit too controlled to let the
audience see anything very
interesting.

WILDCATS I ·

Central Office Equipment

IS YOUR SWEET TCXYfH
ACHING FOR
SOMETHING GOOD?
THE SWEET SHOP . HAS
THE CURE FOR YOU!

But the mixture is too subtle for
its own good, and emotions are
never aroused enough to have an
effective climax or conclusion.

Welcome Back

We have the answer to all your problems ...
whether It is • computer, typewriter, or supplies that you need.

111 E. 4th Ave.

color scheme of blacks and
browns to make a solid, effective
story.

962-9309

chug a lug longest slide
egg toss
no hanas straw drinking relay .
the dreaded obstacle course
multiplying t-shirt relay
frisbee distance toss
banana eating contest
Co-ed teams of five men and five women
and the cost is only$ ,10 a team.

University Recreation

963-17 51
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SIGN UP NOW FOR:

SHOWTIME•

• ~l~~
•ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE

•
On Campus Housing

-=============-

~-- ------ -

.............~ $ 19"0

Off Campus Housin'.g ••••••••••••••

$ 2835

And Receive
FREE Headphones!

Come down today and receive your
FREE headphones at
KING VIDEOCABLE

i·ng Videocable
1015 East 10th

925-6106
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Classifieds
Got something to say?
Say it with The Observer
Classified Ad section. Only $1 !
(25 word maximum for $1.00
ads, $3.75 for all business ads) .
Ciassified Ads should be turned
in at the SUB Information Booth
by noon Monday. Business
Classifieds can called in a t
963-1026. Items should be in
written form, not more than 25
words in length, and be
accompanied by $1.

Thursday, Oct. 3, 1985

YVONNE'S SEWING MACHINE
REP AIR. Factory trained mechanic,
all brands. Free pick-up/delivery.
All work guaranteed. 968-4247.

OPPORTUNITIES
$10 - $360 Weekly/up mailing
circulars! No quotas! LSincerely
interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, PO Box 470CEG,
Woodstock IL 60098.
Earn $30 - $70 per day assisting
fellow students in applying for
credit cards. Work 1-2 days/week.
Contact: 1-800-932-0528.

DESPERATELY NEEDED ......
SOMEONE TO COOK US DINNER.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
AROUND OUR RIDICULOUS
HOURS AND GOOD WITH
CANNED AND FROZEN FOODS.
CALL 963-3455 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT. SORRY NO
COMPENSATION FOR WORK.

TYPING:
Reports , thesis ,
termpapers. Experienced. Low
rate~. Fast service. Pick up and
delivery. Call Jean, 925-2513 after
noon.

Kelli - Hugs and kisses, from Brew
and Kitti. We miss you MOM.
YUCK

PERSONALS

Deford Flute, good condition, just
like new. Call 925-3390

A.S. Unless its a state secret, when is
your birthday? S.C.

Riding lessons, both English ·a nd
Western, ask for Shelley at 963-1026

Kevin and Gregory, I love you!

FOR SALE:. 1976 CHEV LUV, good
condition, lots of extras, $1600. Call
after 6 p.m. 964-2393.

SERVICES

ADVERTISE IN THE OBSERVER!
Reach over 6,000 people on the
Central campus with your
advertisement. Contact: Darrell
Riddle at 963-1026, for more
information.

"THE SIGN OF THE

SWAN'

Typing $ 1 per page
Photo copying
Report binding
*Product Guaranteed*

Sharp Aria Pro II electric guitar.
Hardshell case, mint condition,
stratocaster tremelo system,
professional set up-$300. 962-5066,
I'll Deal!!

908 E. Capitol
962-6378

TYPISTEXPERIENCED
Reasonable, fast, accurate, all
formats. Nothing too large, small, or
difficult. Resume specialist.
Bookmark Services, across from
Post Office. 962-6609 or 968-3228.
PAPERBACK EXCHANGE - New
fiction and non-fiction, out-ofprint
classics, poetry, drama, sci-fi. Pay ¥2
cover price or trade. Bookmark
Services, across from Post Office.

202

e fOU~TH

BOOKS TRADED AT 20~ TO 40~ FACE VALUE
COffEE- IN BEAN AND BY THf CUP

BEGINNERS ·
Starts Friday October 4th
·4:45 p.m.
·
·
INTERMEDIATES
Starts Friday October 10th
6:15 p.m. ·
'

Call for information & registration

The

Dance
Center
Jst El Ruby

962·9033

Get,d own to business faster•.
· ., · With the BA-35. ·· ·,
I

I

If there's one!thing ·bu~i~ess.
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi,
ness,oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA,35 , the Student Business
,Analyst .
· Its built, in business
formulas let you perform .
complicated finance,
· accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
© 1985TI

'

I

•'

f

!

1

•

dilcµlat'.ion&, . am.6rtfaatto~s , . A po~erf~l com'bination.
and balloon .payments.
Think business. With
· The . BA~35"means you
. the BA,JS .Student ~
spend .less time c;:alculating,
Bu.siness Analys~.
Z
and more time learning . .One
keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
The calculator is just part
NSTRUMENTS
of the package. You also get
C reating usefu l products
a book that follows most
and services for you.
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
I

'.

J

·
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·Drama Department has busy year.coming up
Lies Jeremy Troy.

By ALAN LAIN
Staff Writer

The
Central
Drama
Department, which will produce
four plays this year and host the
Northwest Drama Conference in
Winter, welcomes actors and
technicians who want to help
build the bumps, turns, strains
and surprises which comprise a
theater production.
The first play this quarter is
George Bernard Shaw's Major
Barbara which is scheduled to
show Oct. 25, 26 and Nov. 1 and
2 in McConnell Auditorium.
Red Shoes, a Hans Christian
Ander~cm adaptation is a drama
of dancing and music and will
follow Shaw's work, beginning
Dec. 5.
Shakespeare's short and
intense trage~y, Macbeth, has
been slated for the end of winter
quarter. Spring quarter will
feature the C\YU Dinner Theater,
_ featuring Jarjk Sharkey's Here

In February, the Northwest
Dr-ama Conference/ American
College Theater Festival will
arrive. It is essentially a
competition between three
productions from various Pacific
Northwest colleges with the
winner
moving
on
to
Washington, D.C. for staging at
the Kennedy Center.
The Drama Department and its
helpers have been working the
past week toward the first
showing of Major Barbara.
Central drama instructor and the
play's director, Dr. Betty Evans,
said she and her crew must work
out all .elements within a month.
''Usually we get most of a
quarter," said Ann Lain, Evans'
assistant and stage manager.
Evans agreed that a show with
only a month to prepare requires
especially dense bouts of work.
"First . of all, you have to get
your technical people together

411 N. Pine

Lain said rehearsals last until
three days before the play first
shows. Then will come technical
rehe~rsals, where specialists
work on lighting, sound and
arrangement of props. Two dress
rehearsals will follow.

and decide about costumes and
scenes and lights.•' said Evans.
~'Then you have to hold. your
auditions and choose your cast.
The next step is to go into
rehearsal," she said.
Evans said rehearsals for this
production require extra work for
the actors because of all the
practice needed to perfect
accents. A dozen of the cast
members met in a small room in
, Mcconnel last Friday evening,
following Evans' pronunciation
and expressions as they practiced
British accents in unison, setting
up a twelvefold echo. .

Although acting is probably the
most obvious aspect of a play,
Evans said a play needs people
creative with costumes, scene
design, painting, building,
publicity and handling properties
(the items to be used on stage).
Anyone may try to work a play,
said Evans. whether they're a
drama student or an outsider
interested in theater.
Bud Cook, who has been given
the part of Andrew Undershaft in
the play, graduated with a degree
in theater from Chapman College
in California. Not a Central
student, Cook said he saw an
advertisement for auditions ·at a
loc·a i pizza parlor.
One member of the production
who is a Central student, Michele
Arralde, has taken ,the part of
Jenny Hill. Aside from the three
to four hours spent practicing her
character at rehearsals, Arralde
spends part of her sp°are time to
perfect her part.
''I personally prepare on my
character half an hour a day,"
she said. Arralde practices her
lines and tries to understand her
character, especially her intense
emotionalism.
Lain said Evans has · found
virtually all the help she needs for
Major Barbara. Those interested
in the other plays should contact
the Drama Department.

According to Evans, who
trained for five years in theater in
England. Major Barbara requires
"two lots of accents," standard
English and Cockney. One actor
must speak in an accent different
from the other two to . set him
apart. said Evans.

(A Few Doors Past Pennys)

925-9134
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Halley's Comet makes its mystical return
•
By MICK SHULTZ

a

Staff Writer

Before the fun begins, there is a
question of pronunciation. Just
how is Halley's Comet pronounced? Some folks like to say
hay-lee's, others prefer hal-lee's,
and once in a great while there is
even the occasional haw-lee's. Dr.
Robert C. Mitchell, Central's
astronomer and physics professor likes to say hal-lee's. So
Halley's it will be.
Regardless of how it is pronounced, the comet has been
causing quite a stir at its every
return since as far back as 240
B.C.
Until very recently Comet
Halley has been shrouded in
myth and legend. It has been
blamed for, or associated with,
plagues, pestilence, famines and
wars.
As recently as 1910,
Halley's last fly-by, some people
feared that the tail, through
which the Earth passed, would
contaminate the atmosphere
with lethal cyanogen gas and end
life on Earth.
However, Dr. Mitchell says
such fears are unwarranted and
Halley represents no threat to the
Earth what~oever.
So just what is Comet Halley?
Astronomers generally agree
that it is a ball of ice and dust that
formed at about the same time as
the solar system. The tail of the
comet is made of dust and gases
released as it travels along its orbital path and slowly evaporates
and disintegrates. The trails of
dust and gases in the tail create
the spectacle that viewers on
Earth see as it passes. In 1910 the

---··

maximum estimated length of , The comet is named after Edthe tail was 70 million miles ac- mund Halley, an English
cording to Dr. Mitchell.
The astronomer who did not discover
length of the tail varies though, it, but linked its appearance with
Mitchell says, .a nd it is hard to say other._ cpmet sigh~ings· at '?5 to 76
how long it will be when it passes year intervals. · Halley claimed
us this time.
that these were not sepe~te comThe dust and ice ball that make ets, but actually the same one.
up the nucleus of the comet is
about three miles in diameter. At
its fastest, the comet travels at 34
miles per second as it passes
close to the sun. Slowest speed is
six tenths of a mile per second,
when its eliptical orbit takes the
comet out beyond Pluto, the last
planet in our solar system.

II
~fjA1b'¥
.,~:.~."""":: ~ I
I
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THE GOOS MUST BE CRAZY - Defying all
description, this good-natured, original, and side·
spllttlngly hilarious South African comedy -about
a Bushman who comes into conflict with the 20th
century-is a stunning success and a considerable
personal achievement for its writer-producer·
director Jamie Uys. There ore visual gags here
that rival anything in Chaplin or Keaton, and the
numerous com le elements odd up to on unforgetta·
ble comic vision: a vision of a world where technology cannot be control led, sexual mores obsess and
separate people, and men hove lost contact with
their basic goodness -

LEARN TO FLY
Flight Instruction

•
•

Biennial Flight Reviews
Aircraft Rental

The best time to view Comet
Halley on its next fly-by will be
Nov. '85 through April '86. At
first it will. be dim, becomming
more visible as the days pass.
In the Southern Hemisphere it
should be visible to the unaided
eye for a month or more. It is for
that reason that Dr. Mitchell and

r~~
~~ ~

I

1'HE GOO! MUST 1£

****

•

-

--

Friday & Saturday:
7 p.m. and 9: 15 p.m.
Show runs
Sunday - Thursday:
ctober 4-10
7:30 p.m.
(KQBE Sunday 2 p.m. Bargain Matinee)

Valley Aviation
5041/z North Anderson

Keith Sutton 925-5201
_

...........................

PIZZO

place
. 716 E. 8th
The Plaza

In

other comet enthusiasts have
organized a trip to Peru to view
the comet durtng ..sp~ng break.
The ten . day excµrs~oi;i will cost
$2075, with a maximUm number . :
of 70. Dr. Mitchell says about 20
· individuals have made reservations. For more information contact Dr. Mitchell in room 202D,
Lind Hall.
The best time to view the comet
in Ellensburg will be in
November. Look to the East, just
after sunset, with a pair of
binoculars. And please, say hallee's.

NFL ON BIG SCREEN I

*

Come to Frazzini's Pizza Place for

Monday, Thursday & Sunday Nwht NFL
Football! $1. 75 pitchers of beer duriJlR
.N FL l{ames (and Husky games on t.v.J

925-9855

'Become a Legend in your own Tile'

*

The 'THE HOLE IN THE WALL GANG'
is· baclr at Frazzin.j's Pizza Place

*

(Come in for details on our Monday and
Tuesday night Hole in the Wall Specials)

.INDIVIDUAL
EXERCISE PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN ONLY
•Tanning Bed
• E~ercise Equipment
•Floor Exercise
•Aerobic circuit training
Monday - Saturday

925-1520 • 305 N. Pine
BodyWorl~s

Elleilsburg to Bellevue*
Issaquah, and Seattle .
Leaves Ellensburg - - - - - - - - - - - -

9:40 a.m.

12: 15 p.m.

3: l 0 p.m.
8:50 p.m.

.10:55 p.m.

*excluding l 0:55 p.m. bus

8th & Okanogan

925- 1 177

\

t·

•

..

...

•
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IT'S CREATIVE ·CUTTING
AND STYLING TO PERFECTION
AT
TRY US-YOU'LL LIKE US

Compare

~hese

Men: Shampoo, Cut, Style
Women: Shampoo, Cut, Style
Melanie Sorenson
Newest Member Of

prices
$1200
$1500

Perm: Shampoo, Condition & Style ·'' $3900

ALWAYS QUALITYTHAT YOU CAN AFFORD!

THREE WOLFF SYSTEM
SUNTANNING BEDS
FOR YOUR CONVE~IENCE

KEEP BRONZED AND
BEAUTIFUL FOR WINTER .

Zuchhi's Artistic Team

S<=;HEDULE A.P POINTMENTS NOW !

We offer you the finest
in services and prod~cts
in a private, relaxed,
unhurried atmosphere .
. We feature:
Sebastian-Tri
Focus 21- ·Hrx - Nexus
Plus, a full line of cosmetics

·925-2320
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New look a potpouri of past looks
By CHRISTINE TYRRELL
Staff Writer

Svelte and shapely-not tight-is
the key to this fall's fashion
forecast. The oversized, bag lady
look is taking a back seat to a
more body-conscious, tailored
shape. Padded, broad shoulders
team up with skinny leggings,
· sleek stirrup pants and slim
skirts to produce a flattering,
elongated appearance.
Fall patterns boast medieval
tapestries, bold '60s paisleys, and
soft romantic florals. Other
dominant patterns include
houndstooth and herringbone in
a variety of print sizes. These
prints are intensified by rich,
majestic jewel tones such as
purple, emerald, topaz, sapphire
and ruby.
Faux jewelry, such as pearls,
gold coin bracelets, oversized
antique pins, paisley-shaped
earrings, and tapestry bangles
accentuate fall's opulently regal
palette. Other accessory trends
include brightly colored angora
gloves and silk scarves splashed
with fall's abundant harvest of
paisleys.
· Leather ankle boots, faux
''crocadile" oxfords, and printed
leather and cloth~in paisleys and
tapestries-provide the latest craze
in footwear.
Sweaters are incorporating a
'20s revival by boasting cozy.
hooded wrap scarves. Paisleys
and florals make another starring
appearance in roomy, cableknit
sweaters which couple stylishly
with stirrup pants and leggings.
Polo sweaters, cardigans, and
ribbed tunics provide yet another
fashion silhouette for the sweater.
Like the paisley print,
miniskirts are also making a
stronger than ever '60s
comeback. Clingy, jersey dresses,
which falljustabove the knee, are
yet another affordable addition to
your fall finery. Bolero jackets are

gradually replacing the oversized
menswear blazers by sporting .
cropped, fitted jackets which
highlight the waist.
Just in case your college
budget doesn't allow large
shopping sprees. to satisfy your
champagne taste, here are a few
suggestions to compensate this
problem:
-Devise a priority list after
taking inventory of your current
wardrobe.
-Purchase essential, basic
pieces that you can build around.
-Shop at thrift stores for
complementary accessories, such
as faux jewelry, scarves, and
numerous other treasures.
-Check out authentic western
wear specialty stores. They can
provide terrific buys for another
of fall's fashion statements: the
resurrection of the Old West. This
idea is not complete cowboy
attire, however, it utilizes
accessories such as bolo ties,
leather belts. turquoise and silver
IN FASHION - Tam~y Wolford model~ the latest fashion
jewelry and genuine cowboy .
including a lean black wool coat accented by an angora scarf, angor~
boots, coordinated with fall's
gloves, and a faux crocadile" purse.
latest trends.
-Tired of blue jeans? Try
black, grey or brights in teal,
fuchsia and red.
-Add a colorfully bold scarf to
drape over a crew or a turtleneck.
11

OCTOBER SPECIAL
Welcome Back

ANNOUNCING

SPECIAL
BIBLE
STUDY
GATHERINGS
in the
JAYCEES BUILDING
600 Mt. View A venue
Ellensburg
FRIDAYS .... 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS .... 4:00 p.m.
(non-sectarian)

Coltege Students

20°/o OFF STOREWIDE
(excluding new items)
(Free Delivery For Purchases $15 & Up)

St. V·i ncent DePaul
402 South- Main 925-2161

ALL WELCOME!

ELEK-TEK ...

SAVES YOU MORE
ON CALCULATORS

-

GO AHEAD, START SOMETHING

!!I!
EL 5510
70
EL 5500T
70
EL 5520 . . . . 85
PC 1 250A
70
PC1260
75
PC 1261
135

~coaters m,ean freedom and fu'! ! And the Spree~ is the easiest way to get

PC 1350A .
PC 1500A
CE 1 25
CE 1 26P
CE150

135
1 50
1 19
55
150

$398

started. Its easy o_n you. with pu~h-button starting, easy-to-operate
controls a'!d low mamtenance. And its easy on your budget. In fact. it's the
lowest pnced Honda scooter you can buy.*
So get the fun started! Get the Spree!

(6~ ~!~KL!~6 CALCULATORS
H P-11 C Scientific . . . . . . . . 58
HP-12C Financial ........ 90
HP-15C Scientific ........ 90
HP-16C Programmer .... 90

Ne~~';~!age

-

software module from
P with the purchase of
any HP-41 at Elektek.
Offer ends 11I15/ 85.
HP-41C ...... . . . . ... 105*
HP- 41CV ... . ....... .. 168
HP-41CX ... . ....... . . 245 1 _
H P-71 B Computer .... 399 1 1: _ _ . •
Optical Wand . . ........ 95
Card Reader . . . . . . . . . . 145 ·~
,, ' .'
Printer(82143A) . . .... 283
· ~ - ' ',
HP-IL Module .. . ....... 95
1 1
Dig. Cassette Drive ... 400
\ ·\
HP-IL Printer ......... 335
1 1
Think Jet Printer ... ... 375
•1:..~-9114A Disk Drive ..... 600

it' , \

F/,ij'9
a.:/!a

HEWLETT
PACKARD

*While limited supplies last.
CALL TOLL FREE 800-621 ·1269
EXCEPT ILLINOIS, ALASKA
Accessories discounted too. MasterCard or VISA by phone
or mail. Mail Cashier's check. Money Ord., Pers. Check (2 wks
to cir). Sorry noC .O.D:s. Add $4.00 1st item $1 ea add'1 shpg
& handl. Shpts to IL address add 7'1b tax. Prices subj to
change. University/College P.O."s Welcome. WRITE (no
calls) for free catalog. 30-day return policy for defecti110
merchandise only. ALL ELEK·TEK MERCHANDISE IS
BRAND NEW, 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE.

ELEK·TEK ,Inc.

w;, :-,.~ .... ">Ir.~"";

•Based on manufacturer's suggested retail price.
Rear view mirrors are standan:I equipment.
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Central hoop team travels to Far East
By DENISE WIDENER
Staff Writer

A team from Central's men's
basketball program traveled to
Asia this past summer to do what
they do best in tournament play.
From their arrival in Tokyo on
Aug. 17, the 14 players, along
with head coach Dean Nicholson,
assistant coach Jack Miller,
trainer Gary Smith and Bob
Guptil, who handled the media
coverage and public relations for
the team, traveled to Bangkok,
Thailand; Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia; and Singapore,
Republic of Singapore to
participate in a tournament
sponsored by the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
The team's schedule consisted
of playing a three-day series of
tournament games with a
24-hour
break
between
tournaments: during which time
only one hour practice periods
were allowed.
The trip actually consisted of
three separate tournaments, one
in each of the three cities.
England, Australia, Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, China,
Korea, the U .S.S.R., Canada,
Yugoslavia, India and many
other countries sent teams to
participate in the tournament.

ON TOUR
Members of Central's Men's
Basketball program are shown here just outside
Bangkok, Thailand. The back row from left
contains Pete Albea, Keith Bragg, Ron
Although not all of the countries
involved played in all three
segments; of the tournament,
Central's team traveled and
competed in each segment.
Along with playing basketball,
the team spent their days
shopping for inexpensive clothes,

vanderSchaff, Al Sl}annon, , Andy Af(holter, B.J.
Thurlby, Howard McQuaid and Brad Evenson. Joe
Callero is in the front row.

fabrics, gold, jewels, stereo and
camera equipment, watches and
many other ·items. The shops
were on crowded streets where
''everyone seemed like they were
out to make a buck,'' said B.J.
Thurlby, a sophom9re forward
who played on the team. "They'd
cl_!ase you down the street_trying

Albright

to sell you something. ,
"It was fun," Thurlby
continued, "but it was great to
get back to the good ol' U.S.A."
The team returned to - the
United States on Sept. 18.
See related story next issue

Productions

- professional multi-track recording
3/4 "video production

$1.09

607 W. 3rd Ellensburg.WA
all Sam or Steve 962 2820

We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
crisp, crunchy peanuts.
With cool and creamy
DAIRY QUEENa soft serve
in between. The Peanut
Buster Parfait!M

(Now through
October 13)
10th & Alder
. 925-5442
West Interchange
925-5542

This magnificent 27' x 5' Painting must be seen in fl;lll
color to be appreciated.
We have the worlds LARGEST collection of
Ellensburg Blues.
·

@AM 0.0. Corp./ 1981

ART OF JEWELRY
3Q9 N. Pearl 925-9560
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Say hello to AT&T and Apple. • •
at the University Store
Introducing the AT&T PC and the Apple Macintosh, available
exclusively to Central's full-time students, faculty and staff.*
hether your need is for statistical anaysis, word
processing, to write a program, or to discover a new
way to paint, Central's University Store is proud to
announce the Macintosh and AT&T personal computers available
exclusively to our students, /acuity and staff. *
Neithe; the Macintosh nor the AT&T PC need much of an
introduction to the computer whizzes on campus. They know that
this is state-of-the-art computer hardware with applicators too
vast to describe in a newspaper ad. The big news is that these
·two manufacturers are presenting the rest of us computer
neophytes with powerful computers that are very ''user friendly. ''
Come on into The University Store and meet these state-of-the-art
computers yourself. You might be surprised at what a pleasant
and efjortless experience awaits you.

THE AT&T

PERSONAL COMPUTER

AT&T PC .6300

CPUJ (Dual Floppy)
CPU 2 (Hard Disk)
Keyboard
Monitor (Green)
Color Monitor
MS DOS

$1,520
2,615
99
195
625
45

AT&T Unix PC 7300

PC /MB RAM, 20MB Hard Disk
Unix Operating System
i<tl

•

$2,665

Afip/e

Macintosh 512K
ImageWriter Printer
External Disk Drive
Carrying Case

$4,360
355

Includes software: .
MacWrite
.·
MacDraw
·

*A condition of sale is that an individual purchasing a computer must agree and sign
that the computer is for their own use and not for the purpose of resale, lease, or
other disposition. If the condition i~ violated within one year the purchaser will be
subject to liquidation damages of $750.

Macintosh.

